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INTRODUCTION'

The present Volume IV is a continuation of three earlier documents

pertaining to the development of quantitative procedures to measure motor

and sensory/motor acquisition among handicapped and nonhandicapped infants

and children.

The original procedures of measurement were presented as Quantitative

Assessment of Motor and Sensory/Motor Acquisition in Handicapped and Nonhan-

dica ed Infants and bun Children Volume I . Assessment Procedures for

Sel_ected Developmental Milestones.

A second document, Quantitative Assessment of Motor and Sensory/Motor

Acquisition in Handicapped and Nonhandicapped Infants and Young Children

(Volume II : Interobserver Reliabilit Results for the Procedures pre-

sented the interobserver reliability results separate from the quantitative
(t4

measurement procedures described in the first volume, and was distributed as

ECI Document No. 257 in April, 1981.

A third document, Quantitative Assessment of Motor and Sensory/Motor

Acquisition in Handicapped and Nonhandicapped Infants and Young Children (Vol-

ume III): Replication of the Procedures, presented longitudinal replication

stalies for the original procedures described in Volume I. Volume III was dis-

tributed ls ECI Document 258 in March, 1982.

The present Volume IV includes three studies that have applied the mea-

surement procedures. The first study, reported by Janssen, used the visual

fixation procedures to assess the emergence of this skill among nonhandi-

capped infants. This study also observed interactions between mothers and

infants related to visual fixation skills. A second study, reported by

Noonan, used quantitative assessment procedures to help evaluate neurode-

velopmental training with cerebral palsied, severely handicapped children.



A third investigation, reported by Cook and Rues, used head erect

measurement procedures to evaluate effects of vestibular stimulation

and social praise on the speech and motor behavior of preschool chil-

dren with severely/multiply handicapping conditions.

These three studies, and several others currently in progress,

serve to demonstrate how the quantitative assessment procedures can

be used to provide reliable and sensitive measures of motor and sensory/

motor acquisition among handicapped infants, and among handicapped

infants and children who are provided with direct intervention pro-

grams in classroom settings. These types of application studies are

a direct result of the accumulated research reported in the earlier

volumes, and culminate in a technology to more accurately assess motor

and sensory/motor acquisition and performance among handicapped and

nonhandicapped infants and children.

A fourth study reported in this volume by Fritzshdll and Noonan

is a replication of the quantitative procedures for assessing rolling

behavior. This study was not completed in time for inclusion in

Volum:ern that contains other replicatiot studies of the original

(Volume I) assessment procedures.

44.j,
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AN APPLICATION STUDY:

Validation of Quantitative Measurement Procedures to Assess

Visual Fixation Skills in Handicapped and Nonhandicapped

Infants and Young Children

by

Cynthia M. Janssen

The procedures and data reported in this study were taken from

a Doctoral dissertation by Cynthia M. Janssen that was submitted

to the Department of Special Education, University of Kansas,

in March, 1982.
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Introduction

There is a national commitment to identify and provide early

intervention for severely/multiply handicapped children. However, as

Guess, Rues, Warren, and Lyon (Note 2) noted, the current technology for

serving these children lags far behind the commitment to provide services.

This is particularly apparent in the area of assessment.

The problems with and limitations of traditional assessment pro-

cedures for this population have been established in the literature

(Edwards and Edwards, 1970; Mira, 1977; Roberts, Bondy, Mira, and Cairns,

1978; Sw44.241Woolsey-Hill, and guoss, 1979; and Guess et al., Note 2).

These problems include: 1) the unique characteristics severely/multiply

handicapped individuals bring to the testing situation, 2) normative

developmental data are not available for the severely handicapped popu-

lation, 3) the wrong type of information is often collected, 4) opera-

tionally defined and quantifiable behaviors are missing, and 5) assess-

ment items are not sensitive to emergence and incremental changes of

behavior.

A group of researchers at the University of Kansas (Guess et al.,

Note 2) have attempted to address these problems of assessment by devel-

oping quantitative procedures to measure motor and sensory/motor growth

in nonhandicapped and handicapped (especially severely/multiply handi-

capped) infants and young children. Critical behaviors.that normally

develop in the first year of life were identified and procedures which

include operational definitions of responses and specifications (:)f

measurement techniques and conditions were developed for each identified

4



behavior. These procedures were then tested with handicapped and non-

handicapped infants and young children across observers to determine

inter-observer reliability and they were replicated over time to deter-

mine the stability of the measurements.

One of the *portant skill areas of sensory/motor development in

the first year is that of visual orientation. A rudimentary form of

visual fixation appears a few hours after birth (Ling, 1942) and by the

fourth month the visual-motor system reaches functional maturity (White,

Castle, and Held, 1964). Therefore, one of the critical behaviors for

which quantitative procedures were developed was visual fixation. These

procedures were found to be reliable across observers (Eye and Janssen,

Note 1) and over time (Janssen, Note 3). However, the procedures needed

validation on nonhandicapped infants to determine, if, in fact, develop-

ment of visual fixation was being measured.

The primary purpose of this study then, was to validate on nonhandi-

capped infants, assessment procedures which were developed to measure

visual fixation in handicapped infants and children. This validation

was an attempt to determine if the procedures: 1) deteCted acquisition

of visual fixation skills, 2) were sensitive to emergence and incre-

mental changes of visual fixation behaVior, and 3) reflected the infants'

actual visual fixation skill level in the first four months of life.

Once handicapped infants and young children have been appropriately

assessed, there still remains the need for early intervention services.

For several reasons this is especially important in the area of visdal

skill development. Visual fixation is a skill that reaches functional

maturity by the age of four months in nonhandicapped infants (Ling,

1942; White, Castle, and Held, 1964; and Stern, 1977). Various re-

searchers have hypothesized that visual fixation is important for



future language acquisition in that it enhances joint attention (Bruner,

1975 and Collis and Schaffer, 1975), provides experience in turn taking

(Stern, 1974 and Bruner, 1977), and is an elementary form of conversation

(Trevarthen, 1977 and Fafouti-Milenkovic and Uzgiris, 1979). Other

researchers point out that visual attending relates to optimum development

in that it allows opportunities for interaction with and reinforcement

from caregivers (Brazelton, Koslowski, and Main, 1974 and Bruner, 1977)

and provides infants with a means to begin to control their external

environment (Brazelton and Tronick, 1980).

It follows that educators need to know how the acquisition of

visual behavior in handicapped infants relates' to the development of

other behavior and how best to enhance that development in order to

provide appropriate early intervention services to handicapped infants

and young children. It has been documented in the literature that there

are only a few studies on factors influencing the development of handi-

capped infants (Sameroff and Chandler, 1975 and Vietze, Abernathy, Ashe,

and Faulstich, 1978) and even fewer studies specifically addressing the

relationship of visual skills to development in handicapped infants

(Jones, 1977 and Berger and Cunningham, 1981).

As a result of this deficiency, the secondary purpose of this study

was tO collect pilot data using a methodology for studying mother/infant

interactions to determine how nonhandicapped infants development of

visual and vocal behavior in the first four months of life is related

to their mother's visual and vocal behavior. These data can then be

compared to data from future studies using the same methodology with

handicapped or at-risk infants and their mothers.

ii
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Methods
(;)

Observations were made-of mother/infant pairs in their homes once

every one to two weeks under two conditions: the Assessment condition

0
. and the Interaction condition.

Su bj ects

k
The subjects for thfg s.udy included four nonhandicapped infants

and their mothers. The mothers welected on the basis of their due

dates, so that all four babies would be approximately the same ages

while observations were made. In all four cases, there were no indica-

tions prior to, during, or subsequent to delivery to suggest that the

infants might be-at-risk for any handicapping conditions. All four

mother/infant pairs were first observed when the infant was too Weeks of .

age, and thereafter observations were made every one to two weeks up to

and including the 20th week of`age. All four subjects were female.

Assessment CondWon

A complete description of the measurement procedures for the Assessment

Condition in this study is...found in pages VO (F) 1 to VO (F) 13 .of

Volume I Assessment Procedures for Selected Develo'mental M lestones.

Procedures were developed to measure the frequency, duration, and mean

duration of visual fixatfbns -of preferrecfobjects when the child was in

a sitting, prone, 1:att sidelying position (see Figure 1 for data sheet).

Visual fixation was considered to occur when the student's eyes were

directed toward the stimulus for at least one second. A 3 x 3' plexiglass

grid (Figure 2), divided into nine sections, was used to determine

4-

placement for presentation of stimulus items: centered directly in

front of the child, right of center, left of center, centered up,from

child, up to the right, up to the left, centered down 'from ch id, down



Name:

Date:

Start time:

Examiner:

Reliability-Frequency:

Duration:
H I

Condition: Fixation Assessment

Trial Stimulus Section Frequenc Duration X Duration Reliability

2

3

5

7

9

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

Figure 1: Assessment-condition data sheet.
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to the right, and down to the left. Fixation on objects in each of

these grid positions was tested at two distances from the child: grid

6"-12" from child and grid 18u-24' from child. In the original study,

it was reported that the distance of the grid did not significantly

affect either the child's performance or the reliability, therefore one

distance, grid 12"-18" from child, was used in this study.

For each trial the grid was placed directly in front of the infant

with the examiner directly in front of the infant and grid in order tb

clearly view the infant's eyes. A trial began when the stimulus object

was presented and the infant was instructed to look. The trial ended

after 15 seconds had elapsed. The frequency and cumulative duration of

visual fixations with the stimulus object was recorded. A mean duration

score was then computed by dividing the cumulative.duration by the

frequency for each grid section. In the original study each student was

tested in at least two of the three positions: sitting, sidelying, or

prone. However, for purposes of this study each infant was tested

sitting in her mother's lap.

Interaction Condition

The procedures used under the Interaction condition were developed

in order to obtain observations of specific infant and mother behavior

while the infant and mother were engaged in an interaction with one

another. This observation of mother/infant interaction provided visual

data on.the infant to be used in comparing performance on the fixation

assessment. It also provided data for studying the relationship between

specific infant and mother behaviors.

Materials and equipment. Materials used during observation of the

mother/infant dyad were data sheets (see Figure 3), pencils, and the

10



Name:

Date:

Examiner: Objects: I

2

Condition: Mother/Infant Interaction

Lap Start time: Reliability:

1

3

4

5

Crib/floor Start time:

, I

2

3

4

6

Infant seat Start time: Reliability:

2

4

5

Figure 3: Interaction condition data sheet.
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same two preferred objects of the infant selected by the mother and used

in the Assessment condition.

Equipment necessary included a cassette tape recorder with three

five-minute tape recordings of four-second intervals and two earphones

and jacks which fit the tape recorder.

Observational settings. Three separate five-minute samples of

behavior of the mother/infant dyad were observed. These samples were in

three settings: infant held in the mother's lap, infant seated in an

infant seat, and infant lying on the floor or in a crib. The three set-

tings were chosen since these have been found to be the three most fre-

quent situations that an infant experiences (Freedle and Lewis, 1977).

Positioning. The mother and infant were positioned such that the

distance of the mother's face from the infant's face ranged from touching

to o further than 36° apart, regardless of setting. However, when the

inf nt was positioned in the mother's lap, the range was obviously

re tricted from that which could be obtained when the infant was observed

either in the infant seat or crib/floor setting. The examiner(s) was

positioned either standing or sitting next to and as close to the mother

and infant as possible in order to see both the infant's and mother's

eyes.

Description of the behavior. The behavior observed during the

Interaction condition fell into three categories: infant visual behavior,

infant vocal behavior, and mother behavior. Specific behaviors within

these three categories were both mutually exhaustive and mutually exclusive.

Mutual exhaustiveness refers to the capability of any of the behaviors

within a category to cover the range of all possible behaviors that

might occur in that category. This is accomplished by including a code

1 I
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which is used when one of the specified behaviors is occurring in that

category (the %/" codes). The behaviors are mutually.exclusive when

only one behavior within a category can be occurring t any one time.

The descripttokof each behavior within the thre categories and

the corresponding codes for each were modified from c..es designed by

Linn (Note 4), Vietze et al. (1978), and Yarrow, Pede on, and Rubenstein

(1977):

1 - Infant Visual Behavior

11 - Infant's eyes are directed toward.the ethers face for

at least one second.

12 - Infant's eyes are directed toward one of the two desig-

nated stimulus objects for at least one second.

13 - Infant's eyes are directed toward the other designated

stimulus object for at least one second.

11- Infant's eyes are directed at none of the above.

2 - Infant Vocal Behavior

21 - Infant produces voiced sounds which do not indicate dis-

comfort or distress. Excluded are burps, sneezes, hic-

cups, and non-vocal sounds accompanying breathing or

swallowing.

22 - Infant produces voiced sounds which indicate discomfort

or distress. This includes fussy or cry sounds accom-

panied by corners of the mouth turned down and eyes

wrinkled.

2y,- Infant engages in neither of the above.



3 - Mother behavior

31 - Mother produces sounds words, or a series of sounds or
1

words directed toward the infant when the infant is the

primary focus of the mother's attention. Included are

baby-talk; singing, humming, laughing, whistling, and

adult speech. Excluded are coughs and sneezes.

32 - Mother's eyes are directed toward the infant's face or

any part of the infant's body, hair, clothing, etc.

33 - Mother produces sounds, words or a series of sounds or

words directed toward the infant and mother's eyes are

directed toward the infant.

3vf- Mother engages in none of the above behaviors.

In addition to the above behaviors, the objects used during the inter-

action were described according to the following code:

1 - Object has no movement or sound.

2 - Object has no movement, but with sound.

3 - Object has movement, but no sound.

4 - Object has movement and sound.

Directions to mothers. At the initiation of data collection for

this studpthe examiner informed each mother of the purposes of the

study, the conditions for observation, and her role in each condition.

The specific, instructions given the mother included only the following:

1) "Ydur face should be no further than 36" from the baby's face!

during each 5-rinute sample."

2) "Try to interact with your baby as naturally as you would if

you were not being observed."

3) "The two objects used during the assessment are available for

you to use in any way you choose during the three 5-minute samples."

14
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Procedures for measurement. The order in which observations were

made of the three settings for each session was predeterrilined randomly.

Data were collected only when the infant was awake and;alert; therefore

it was not always possible to get measurements in each of the three

settings. Prior to initiation of observations in the three settings,

the heading information on the data sheet was filled in. The specific

procedures for each setting were as follows:

1) The infant, mother, and examiner(s) were positioned as pre-

viously described. The examiner, wore an earphone connected from the

recorder to her ear.

2) The tape recorder was activated. When the examiner heard the

tone for each interval, she recorded three two-digit code numbers corre-

sponding to the observed behavior: one number which described the

infant's visual behavior, one which described the infant's verbal behavior,

and one which described the mother's behavior during that interval. The

observer was proficient enough to record these behaviors without looking

away from the mother/infant dyad.

3) These three two-digit codes were recorded for each four-second

interval until five minutes had elapsed, at which time the examiner

heard Oleward "Stop.° The recorder was then deactivated.

T se procedures were repeated for each of the remaining two settings.

Re iabilit . Interobserver reliability was computed and recorded

for each setting within each weekly session in which a second observer

was present. The examiner and reliability-observer were positioned near

the infant and mother and as close to one another as possible so each

could view the infant's and mother's faces from approximately the same

angle. Upon completion of a session, reliability was determined for



each observational setting. Each two-digit code within the five minute

observation was compared for agreement between examiners. Reliability

was computed according to the following formula:

# agreements
Reliability d x 100

f agreements .1- # disagreements

Results

Reliability

Measures of interobserver reliability were collected on 75% of the

total measurements taken for all four subjects. Reliability results

were collected on 90%, 68%, 71%, and 72% of the possible measurements

for Subjects 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

The individual interobserver reliability scores for measures of

frequency and duration of visual fixations in the Assessment condition

are presented in Table 1. The range of reliability scores for frequency

of fixation across all four subjects was 94% to 100% with a mean of

99.3%. The range of reliability scores for duration of fixation across

all four subjects was 89% to 100% with a mean of 95.6%.

The individual interobserver reliability scores for measures within

each setting in the Interaction condition are presented in Table 2. The

range of reliability scores for the Lap setting across all four subjects

was 80% to 98% with a mean of 91.4%. The range of reliability scores

for the Crib/Floor setting across all four,subjects was 82% to 97% with

a mean of 91.6%. The range of reliability scores for the Infant Seat

setting across all four subjects was 83% to 98% with a mean of 91.4%.

Assessment Condition

Performance data in the Assessment condition were analyzed to

determine if the assessment procedures detected acquisition of visual

fixation skills and were sensitive to emergence of visual fixation be-

havior in the first four months of the infant's life.

16



TABLE 1

lnterobserver Reliability Scores in
Assessment Condition Over Time by Subject

Week
Total Jr ,

ReliabilitySubject
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Frequency 100 - 100 98 - 100 - 100 100 - x 100 - - 100 100 - 100 97 99.5

1

Duration 91 - 96 92 - 95 - 95 89 x 98 - 98 95 - 98 96 94.8

Frequency 100 100 100 100 x x 100 - x 100 100 - 94 100 - x 98 x 99.2

Duration 99 98 99 97 x 95 x 95 95 - 94 92 - x 93 x 95.7

frequency 100 x 97 100 100 x x 97 100 100 - 97 x 97 - 100 98.8

3

Duration 100 - x 93 93 97 x 90 97 96 - 95 x 95 95 95.1

Frequency 100 97 100 97 x x x 100 100 100 100 x 100 100 100 - - - 100 99.5

4

Duration 98 97 98 95 x xx 96 97 9397x 96 97 98 - ". 98 96.7 -

No oberv4tion for week ,

x No reliability data for week



TABLE 2

lnterobserver Reliability Scores in
Interaction Condition Over Time by Subject

Week
Total Jr

Reliability
Subject

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Lo 84 84 84 - 90 - 86 89 x 89 - - 89 93 - 93 89 88.2

1 Crib/Floor /82 88 82 - 84 - 88 83 x 87 - - 87 88 - 90 93 86.5

Infant Seat/ x 84 83 - 85 - 86 84 - x 87 - - 92 90 - 91 94 87.6

,)

Lap -

Crib/Fluor -

88
-

84
89

87

91

-

-

x

x

x

x

98
96

-

-

x

x

95

92

92
95

-

-

93

92

92

-

-

-

88

-

95

92

x

x

91.2

92.4

Infant Seat - - 91 93 x x 96 - x - 89 - 91 94 - 94 93 x 92.6

Lap 80 - 92 94 90 x x 95 95 94 - 96 x 92 - 94 92.2

3 Crib/Floor 96 92 88 x x 95 93 89 - 91 x 89 - 93 91.8

Infant Seat 89 - x 93 95 x x 89 94 96 - 93 x 94 - 95 93.1

Lap 93 - 89 x x x x 96 93 96 97 94 93 94 - - 95 94.0

4 Crib/Floor - 90 A X x x 96 97 97 97 96 x 95 -- - 96 95.5

Infant Seat 90 83 86 87 x x x x 95 96 98 94 97 95 94 - - 94 92.4

No, observation for week

No reliability data for week

A! Ali A! AI



Acquisition of visual fixation. Each subject's total session

scores across all gird sections for frequency, duration, and mean dura-

tion were graphed over, the 20 weeks of observation. Slopes (m) were

computed and trend lines were fit to the data by ordinary least-squares

to describe each subject's rate of change in performance in the Assessment

condition.

The overall frequency of infant visual fixations for all four

subjects is displayed in Figure 4. Frequency scores were graphed as- ,

number of fixations per minute. For Subject 1, the 12 individual session

frequency scores ranged from 1.3 to 5.6 per minute with a slope of .20.

For Subject 2, the 15 individual session frequency scores ranged from .2

to 6.4 per minute with a slope of .32. For Subject 3, the 14 individual

session frequency scores ranged from .2 to 7.8 per minute with a slope

of .30. For Subject 4, the 16 individual session frequency scores

ranged from .4 to 7.3 per minute with a slope of .30.

The overall duration of infant visual fixations for all four subjects

is displayed in Figure 5. Duration scores were graphed as percentages

of the total possible duration of trials. For Subject 1, the 12 individual

session duration scores ranged from 3.6% to 83.2% with a slope of 4.26.

For Subject 2, the 15 individual session duration scores tanged from

3.0% to 68.1% with a slope of 2.45. For Subject 3, the 14 individual

session duration scores ranged from .6% to. 60.8% with a slope of 2.66.

For Subject 4, the 16 individual session duration scores ranged from

4.8% to 79.6% with a slope of 3.29.

The overall mean duration (duration div ded by frequency) of infant

visual fixations for all four subjects is dieplayed in Figure 6. Mean

duration scores were graphed in seconds up to 15 seconds since this was

19
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Figure 4: Frequency of infant visual fixation in assessment condition
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the maximum mean duration possible on the Assesssment. For Subject 1,

the 12 individual session mean duration scores ranged from 1.08 to 9.81

seconds, with a slope of .43. For Subject 2, the 15 individual session

mean duration scores ranged from 3.13 to 10.82 seconds, with a slope of

-.04. For Subject 3, the 14 individual session mean duration scores

ranged from 1.50 to 9.75 seconds with a slope of .03. For Subject 4, the

16 individual session mean duration scores ranged from 4.23 to 8.33

seconds with a slope of .02.

Emergence of visual fixation. For each subject the individual ses-

sion scores for the nine sections of the grid were combined into scores

for the top three sections (ABC), the middle three sections (DEF), and

the lower three sections (GHI). Each subject's individual session

scores for the top, middle, and lowefetions of the grid, along with

the overall combined scores across all nine sections for frequency,

duration, and mean duration were graphed over the 20 weeks of observa-

tion. Median scores of this performance over time were determined for

each of the three levels of grid Sections and superimposed on the graphs

to describe each subject's average performance within the levels of the

grid. As an example, the graphs of performance by levels of grid sections

for-frequency, duration, and mean duration are presented for Subject 3

in Figures 7, 8,,and 9.

Each subject's median performance scores across the three levels of

the grid for frequency, duration, and mean duration of visual fixation

are presented in Table 3. For frequency of visual fixation, the median

scores for all subjects were higher on the middle level (DEF) than on

the top level of the grid (ABC). The median scores for Subjects 1, 3,

and 4 were higher on the lower level (GHI) than on the middle level of
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TABLE 3

Median Assessment Performance
Scores Across Levels of Grid Sections for

Frequency, Duration, and X Duration of Visual Fixation by Subject

Subject ABC DEF GHI Total

Frequency Per Minute

1 2.00 2.70 3.30 2.55

2
2.70 3.30 3.30 3.10

3 1.65 3.30 4.00 3.00

4 .70 4.00 4.70 2.80

It,

Percent Duration

1 4.70 10.95 15.30 9.35

2 17.50 36.10 33.30 28.50

3 21.25 27.35 37.25 26.40

4 3.45 42.75 46.40 34.20

Duration in Seconds

1 1.92 2.47 2.84 2.20

2 4.94 5.42 5.59 5.97

3 4.73 5.51 6.46 6.05

4 2.84 6.54 6.55 6.51



the grid. The median scores for all subjects were higher on the lower

level than on the top level of the grid.

For duration of visual fixation, the median scores for all subjects

were higher on the middle level than on the top level of the grid. The

median scores for Subjects 1, 3, and 4 were higher on the lower level

than on the middle level of the grid. The median scores for all subjects

were higher on the lower level than on the top level of the grid.

For mean duration of visual fixation, the median scores for all

subjects were higher on the middle levet than on the top level of the

grid and the median scores for all subjects were higher on the lower

level than on the middle level or the top level of the grid.

Assessment and Interaction Comparison

The Assessment and Interaction performance data were compared be-

tween conditions and within conditions to determine if the assessment

procedures reflected the infants actual visual fixation skill level in

the first four months of life.

Comparison between conditions. Each subject's total session scores

in both conditions for frequency, duration, and mean duration ofdirect-

ed looking were graphed over the 20 weeks of observation. Directed

looking in the Assessment condition was simply the subject's total

session score across all nine grid sections. Directed looking in the

Interaction condition included the subject's total session score across

all three settings for "look at mother" plus the subject's total session

score across all three settings for "look at objects." Spearman's rho

correlations were calculated between measures in the Assessment and

Interaction conditions to describe the nature and degree of relationship

between conditions.
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The frequency of infant directed looking in the Assessment and

Interaction conditions for all four subjects is displayed Figure 10. C'4'

Frequency scores were graphed as number of fixations per minute. Indi:

vidual session score ranges for the Assessment condition were described

previously. For Subject 1, the 12 individual session frequency scores

for directed looking in the Interaction condition ranged from 1.0 to 3.4

per minute. The rho correlation for frequency of directed looking

between conditions was -.11. For Subject 2, the 14 individual session

frequency scores for directed looking in the Interaction condition

ranged from .5 to 2.9 per minute. The rho correlation for frequency of

directed looking between conditions was .28. For Subject 3, the 14

individual session frequency scores for directed looking in the Inter-

action condition ranged from 1.1 to 3.2 per,minute. The rho correlation

for frequency of directed looking between conditions was .46. For

Subject 4, the 16 individual session frequency scores for directed

looking in the Interaction condition ranged from .6 to 2.8 per,enute.

The rho correlation for frequency of directed looking between conditions

was .08.

Frequency of directed looking in the Interaction condition con-

sisted of combining frequency scores for "look at mother" and "look at

objects." Figure 11 displays the frequency of infa t visual fixation

separately for mother and objects for all four sub ects. For Subject 1,

tQindividual session frequency scores for "look mJher" ranged from

.8 to 2.7 per minute and from .2 to 1.1 per minute for "look at objects."

For Subject 2, the individual session frequency scores for "look at

mother" ranged from .5 to 2.6 per minute and from 0 ta .6 per minute for

"look at objects." For Subject 3, the individual session frequency
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scores for "look at mother" ranged from .7 to 2.4 per minute and from 0

to 1.1 per minute for "look at objects." For Subject 4, the individual

session frequenc6scores for "look at mother" ranged from .3 to 2.4 per

minute and from .2 to 1.7 per minute for "look at objects."

The duration of infant directed looking in the Assessment and

Interaction conditions for all four subjects is displayed in Figure 12.

Duration scores were graphed as percentages of the total possible duration

of a session. Individual session score ranges for the Assessment condition

were described previously. For Subject 1, the 12 individual session

duration scores for directed looking in the Interaction condition ranged

from 25.3% to 24.9%. The rho correlation for duration of directed

looking between conditions was .75. For Subject 2, the 14 individual "

session duration scores for directed looking in the Interaction condition

ranged from 34.0% to 97.3%. The rho correlation for duration of directed

looking between conditions was .30. For Subject 3, the 14 individual

session duration scores for directed looking in the Interaction condition

ranged from 22.7% to 90.7%. The Oho correlation for duration of directed

looking between conditions was -.08. For Subject 4, the 16 individual

session duration scores for directed looking in the Interaction condition

ranged from 46.7% to 95.6%. The rho correlation for duration of directed

looking between conditions was .36.

Duration of directed looking in the Interaction condition consisted

of combining duration scores for "look at mother" and "look at objects."

Figure 13 displays the duration of infant visual fixation sepArately for

mother and objects for all four subjects. For Subject 1, the individual

session duration scores for "look at mother° ranged from 15.5% to 41.3%

and from 6.2% to 52.9% for "look at objects." For Subject 2 the individual

session duration scores for "look at mother" ranged from 30.7% to 97.3%

3 :42
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and from 0% to 11.1% for "look at objects." For Subject-3 the individual

session duration scores for "look at mother" ranged fr2i.3% to 83.1%

and from_0%_to 45.3% for "look at objects." For Subjh"4, the individual

session duration scores for "look at mother" ranged from L8% to 66.7%

and frort)i 1.3% to 85.8% for "look atobjects."

The mean duration of infant directed looking in the Assessment and

Interaction conditions for all four subjects is displayed in Figure 14.

Mean duration scores were graphed in seconds. The dotted line at 15

seconds denotes the maximuril mean duration possible in the Assessment

condition. The maximum mean duration possible in the Interaction condition

was 300 seconds, however most of the subjects' session scores fell below

50 seconds. Individual session score ranges for the Assessment condition

were described previously. For Subject 1, the 12 individual session

mean duration scores for directed looking in the Interaction condition

ranged from 7.7 to 33.2 seconds. The rho correlation for mean duration

of directed looking between conditions was .62. For Subject 2, the 14

individual session mean duration scores for directed looking in the

Interaction condition ranged from 7.8 to 124.6 seconds.- The rho clarrela-

tion for mean duration of directed looking between conditions was .60.

A

For Subject 3, the 14 individual session mean duration scores for directed

looking in the Interaction condftion ranged from 8.3 to 46.8 seconds.

The rho correlation for mean duration of directed looking between conditions

was -.12. For Subject 4, the 16 individual session mean duration scores

, for directed looking in the Interaction condition ranged from 12.0 to

43.6 seconds: fho correlation for mean duration of directed looking

between-conditions was .20.
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Mean duration of directed lOoking in the Interaction condition

consisted of combining mean duration scores for "look at mother" and

"look at objects." Figure 15 displays the mean duration of infant

visual fixation separately for mother and objects for all four subjects.

For Subject 1, the individual session mean duration scores for "look at

mother" ranged from 7.2 to 24.0 seconds and from 8.8 to 43.3 seconds for

"look at*objects." For Subject 2, the individual session mean duration

scores for "look at mother" ranged from 7.4 to 124.6 seconds and from 0
c.

to 20.0 seconds for "look at objects." For Subject 3, the individual

session mean duration scores for "look at mother" ranged from 8.8 to

58.4 seconds and from 0 to 35.6 seconds for "look at objects." For

Subject 4, the individual session mean duration scores for "look at

mother" ranged from 4.7 to 76.8 seconds and from 4.0 to 45.0 seconds for

"look at objects."

To determine if any of the correlations between measures in the

Assessment and Intergction conditions were significant, the following

hypotheses were tested for each comparison at the .05 level:

Null: rho is less than or equal to zero.

Alternate: rho is greater than zero.

Table 4 presents the correlation value for each comparison tested and

denotes (*) those comparisons for which the null hypothesis was rejected

in favor of a significant positive correlation. For frequency of visual

fixation, significant correlations were found between the Assessment

condition and directed looking (combined "lobk at mother" and "look at

objects") in the Interaction condition

l

for Subject 3, between the Assessment

condition and "look at mother" in th Oi Interaction condition for Subject

3, and between the Assessment condition and directed looking in the
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TABLE 4

Spearman's Rho Correlations Between
Infant VisOal Behavior in Assessment and Interaction for

Frequency, Duration, and X Duration of Visual Fixation by Subject

Subjects

Assessment/
Combined look at Assessment/
Mother & Objects .Look at Mother.

Assessment/
Look at Objects

Frequency Per Minute

1 -.11 -.16 .12

2 .28 .37 .42

3 .46* .67* .07

4 .08 -.27 .62*

Percent Duration

1 .75* .87* .64*

2 .30 .27 .*40

3 -.08 .31 -.35

4 .36 -.49 .58*

Duration in Seconds

1 .62* .69* .64*

2 .60* .60* -.33

3 -.12 -.19 -.30

4 .20 .004 .18

39
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Interaction condition for Subject 4. For duration of visual fixation,

significant correlations were found between the Assessmnt condition and

directed looking in the Interaction condition for Subject 1, between

the Assessment condition and "look at mother" in the Interaction condi-

tion for Subject 1, and between the Assessment condition and "look at

objects" in the Interaction condition for Subjects 1 and 4. For mean

duration of visual fixation significant correlations were found between

the Assessment condition and directed looking in the Interaction condition

for Subjects 1 and 2, between the Assessment condition and "look at

mother" in the Interaction condition for Subjects 1 and 2, and between

the Assessment conditibn and "look at objects" in the Interaction condition

for Subject 1.

Comparison within conditions. Each subject's total session scores

for frequency and duration of visual fixation were graphed over the 20

weeks of observation and compared within each condition. Within the

Interaction condition, frequency and duration of visual fixation were

compared for directed looking (combined "look at mother" and "look at

objects"), "look at mother," and "look at objects."

Spearman's rho correlations were cilculated between frequency and

duration scores within each condition to describe the nature and degree

of relationship between the two measures. To determine if any of the

correlations ere significant the following hypotheses were tested for

each comparfson at the .05 level:

Null: rho is less than or equal to zero.

Alternate: rho is greater than zero.

Table 5 presents the correlation value for each comparison tested and

denotes (*) those comparisons for which the null hypothesis was rejected

4
40
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TABLE 5

Spearman's Rho Correlations Between
Frequency and t Duration Measures of Infant Visual Behavior

Within Each Condition by Subject

Subjects Assessment

1 .8tik

2 .75*

3 .88k

.98*

Interaction

Combined look at
Mother & Objects

Look at
Mather

Look at
Objects

.19 -.09 .60*

-.84 -.70 99*

-.41 -.16 .87*

.11 .45* .88*

p .05



in favor of a significant positive correlation. For the Assessment con-

dition, significant correlations were found between frequency and dura-

tion scores for all four subjects. Figure 16 displays a graphic pre-

sentation of theSe relationships. For directed looking in the Inter-

action condition, no significant correlations were foundsbetween fre-

quency and duration scores. For "look at mother" in the Interaction

condition, a significant correlation was found between frequency and

duration scores for Subject 4. For "look at objects" in the Interaction

condition, significant correlations were found between frequency and

duration scores for all four subjects. Figure 17 displays a grahic

representation of the relationships for "look at objects."

Interaction Condition Pilot Data

The Interaction pilot data were analyzed for relationships between

the infants visual and vocal behavior in the first four months of life

and their pothers' behavior.

Mother behavior. Each mother's total session percentage scores

across the three settings for each of the coded mother behaviors over

the 20 weeks of observation are displayed in Figure 18. Looking at the

infant included the two coded behaviors of "look at infant only" and

"look at and talk to infant." Talking to the infant included the two

coded behaviors of "talk to infant only" and "look at and talk to infant."

For Mother 1, the 12 individual session percent scores for looking

at her infant ranged from 90.7% to 100% with a median of 98.5% and for

talking to her infant the range was from 61.7% to 86.7% with a median of

72.5%. For Mother 2, the 14 individual session percent scores for

looking at her infant ranged from 83.4% to 100% with a median of 97.8%

and for talking to her infant the range was from 41.4% to 98.7% with a

4 9
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median of 91.1%. For Mother 3, the 14 individual session percent scores

for looking at her infant ranged from 94.7% to 100% with a median of

99.2% and for talking to her infant the range was from 54.7% to 95.5%

with a median of 88.3%. For Mother 4, the_16 individual session percent

scores for looking at her infant ranged from 99.1% to 100% with a median

of 100% and for talking to her infant the range was from 89.3% to 99.6%

with a median of 94.0%.

Infant behavior. Each.subject's total session scores across the

three settings for frequency, duration, and mean duration of looking at

mother and at objects are displayed in Figure 11, 13, and 15 and have

been described in previous sections. Each subject's total session per-

centage scores across the three settings for positive and distress

vocalizations over the 20 weeks of observation are displayed in Figure

19. For Subject 1, the 12 individual session percent scores for positive

vocalization ranged from 0% to 26.2% and from 0% to 9.8% for distress

vocalization. For Subject 2, the 14 individual session percent scores

for positive vocalization ranged from 1.3% to 53.3% and from 0% to 6.2%

for distress vocalization. For Subject 3, the 14 individual session

percent scores for positive vocalization ranged from 0% to 29.8% and

from 0% to 12.9% for distress vocalization. For Subject 4, the 16

individual session percent scores for positive vocalization ranged from

0% to 22.2% and from 0% to 48.9% for distress vocalization.

Interaction. Conditional-probabilities were computed for specific

behaviors and compared to the corresponding unconditional probabilities

for each session over the 20 weeks of observation. Conditional prob-

abilities were calculated by determing the number of four-second in-

intervals in'which two behaviors co-occurred, then dividing by the total
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dumber of intervals in which only one of the behaviors occurred. For

example, the number of intervals in which the infant looked-at the

mother and the mother talked to the infant was divided by the total num-

ber of intervals in which the infant looked at the mother to obtain the

conditional probability of mother talking, given 'infant looks at mother.

Unconditional probabilities were calculated by determining the number of

four-second intervals in which a behavior occurred, then dividing by the

total number of intervals in the session. For example, the number of

intervals in which the mother talke0 to the infant was divided by the ,

total number of intervals in the session to obtain the unconditional

probabiltty of mother talking to the infant.

For each subject, four conditional pnobabilities and one uncondi-

ttonal probability were calculated for mother talks to the infant for

each session across the 20 weeks of observation. The probabilities that

mother talks to infant, given infant looks at mother ranged from .73 to

.99 for Subject 1, from .61 to .99 for Subject 2, from .80 to 1.00 for

Subject 3, and from .91 to 1.00 for Subject 4. The probabilities that

mother talks to infant, given infant looks at objects ranged from .36 to

.92 for Subject 1, from .40 to 1.00 for Subject 2, from .28 to 1.00 for

Subject 3, and from .00 to 1.00 for Subject 4. The probabilities that

mother talks to infant given infant looks at neither mother nor objects

ranged from .57 to .94 for Subject 1, from .32 to 1.00 for Subject 2,

from .61 to .94 for Subject 3, and from .80 to 1.00 for Subject 4. The

probabilities that mother talks to infant, given infant vocalizes ranged

from .54 to .89 for Subject 1, from .44 to 1.00 for Subject 2, from .33

to 1.00 for Subject 3, and from .82 to 1.00 for Subject 4. The uncondi-

tional probabilities that mo\talks to infant ranged from .62 to .87
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for Subject 1, from .41 to .99 for Subject 2, from .55 to .96 for Subject

3, and from .89 to .99 for Subject 4.

Non-parametric sign tests were used to determine if significant

differences existed between the conditional and unconditional proba-

bilities of mother talking to the infant for any mother/infant pair. The

following hypotheses were tested for each pair at-the .05 level:

Null 1: the conditional probability of mother talks to infant,
given infant looksat-Mother is less than or equal to the
unconditional prOability of mother talks to infant.

Alternate 1: the conditional probability of mother talks to in-

fant, given infant looks at mother is greater than the un-
conditional probability of mother talks to infant.

Null 2: the conditional probability of mother talks to infant,
given infant looks at objects is less than or equal to the
unconditional probability of mother talks to infant.

Alternate 2: the conditional probability of mother talks to

infant, given infant looks at objects is greater than the un-
conditional probabili y of mother talks to infant.

Null'3: the conditiOnal pr ability of mother talks to infant,
given infant looks at neither mother nor objects is less
than or equal to the unconditional probability of mother
talks to infant.

Alternate 3: the conditional probability of mother talks to in-
fant, given infant looks at neit er mother nor objects is

greater thamthe uncondi probability of mother talks to
infant.

Null 4: the conditional probability of'mother talks to infant,
given infant vocalizes is less than or equal to the uncon-
ditional probability of mother talks to infant.

Alternate 4: the conditional probability of mother talks to

infant, given infant vocalizes is greater than the uncon-
ditional probability of mother talks to infant.

Null hypothesis I was rejected in favor of the alternate for all

four subjects.- Figure 20 is a graphic representation for each subject

of the session differences between the conditional probabilities of

mother talks to fnfant., given infant looks at mother and the uncondi-
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tional probabilities of mother talks to infant. Null hypothesis 2 was

accepted for all four subjects. Null hypothesis 3 was accepted for all

four subjects. Null hypothesis 4 was rejected in favor of the alternate

for Subject 2 only. Figure 21 is a graphic representation for each

subject of the session differences between the conditional probabilities

of mother talks to infant, given infant vocalizes and the unconditional

probabilities of_ mother talks to infant.

Disussion

This chapter presents a discUSsion of the interobserver reliability

results, the performance data which p ovide validation of the quantitative

fixation skill assessment, and the re ults of the pilot study of mother/

infant interaction. Implications of he results of this study are

presented in terms of the practical a plication of the assessment proce-
,

dures for classroom use and the poss bilities for further research with

respect to intervention for hanica ped infants and children.

Assessment Condition Reliability

The interobserver data collected on the four nonhandicapped infants

indicated thet the procedure for measuring frequency and duration of

visual fixations in the first four months of life was clearly reliable.

The overall mean reliability scores across subjects and grid sections

for frequency and duration of visual fixations were 99% and 96% respec-

tively. These scores were higher than the mean reliability scores of

97% for frequency and 91% for duration of visual fixations reported in

the original study (Eye and Janssen, Note 1) and comparable to mean

reliability scores of 99% for frequency and 98% for duration of visual

fixations reported in the replication study (Janssen, Note 3) both

involving handicapped and nonhandicapped infants and children.
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Interaction Condition

The interobserver reliability data on infant visual, infant vocal,

and mother behaviors within each setting in the Interaction condition

indicated that the code and measurement procedures provided a reliable

method of collecting interaction data on mother/infant pairs in the

natural environment of the home. Comparable reliability scores across

subjects were found for each of the three settings: 91.4% for Lap,

91.6% for Crib/Floor, and 91.4% for the Infant Seat setting. For all

subjects the lowest reliability scores occurred in the initial sessions,

with higher scores obtained in later weeks. This could be due to one of

two reasons: 1) the observers became more adept th\using the code over

time, and/or 2) the visual and vocal behavior of the infants became more

pronounced as they were developing.

Not only were the code and procedures a reliable method for collecting

mother/infant interaction data, the amount of observer training time

prior to data collection was miniMal. Three different reliability

observers in addition to the experimenter were trained. The code was

given to each observer to memorize prior to data collection practice

sessions. Two one-hour practice sessions were needed for two of the

observers and only one practice session was necessary for the other

observer to reach the minimum acceptable reliability score of 80% be-

tween observer and experimenter.

Support for Detecting Acquisition of Visual Fixation

The slopes describing each subject's rate of change in performance

in the Assessment condition over the 20 weeks of observation (Figures

4-6) indicated that the procedures detected acquisition of visual fixa-

tion skills in the first four months of life. For frequency of visual



fixation an increasing trend was noted in each subject with positive

slopes of .20, .32, .30, and .30 respectively. For duration of vitUil

fixation an increasing trend was also observed in each subject with

positive slopes of 4.26, 2.45, 2.66, and 3.29 respectively. These

larger values can be accounted for due to the difference in scales of

the y-axis. For mean duration of visual fixations an incrasing trend

with a slope of .43 was noted in only onesubject with the remaining

subjects displaying relatively no trend with slopes of 7.04, .03, and

.02. Since both frequency and duration measures displayed increases

over the 20 weeks of observation, mean duration measures reflected this

by remaining relatively stable. As a result of these findings, it is

felt that mean duration could be eliminated as one of the quantitative

measurements in the visual fixation skills assessment.

Support for Sensitivity to Emergence of Visual Fixation

For each subject the individual session scores for the nine sections

of the grid were combined into scores for the top three- sections(ABC)

which involved looking up, the middle three sections (DEF) which involved ,

looking straight ahead, and the lower three sections (GH1) which involved

looking down. The median scores of this performance for each of the
,

three levels of grid se tions (Table 3) indicated that the assessment

was sensitive to emergen e of visual fixation behavior in the first four

months of life. For al three measures of visual fixation (frequency,

duration, and mean duration), subjects' average performance was lowest

in the top grid sections and highest in the lower grid sections. There

was one exception to this in that Subject 2 had an average percent

duration score which was higher for the middle grid sections than for

the lower grid sections, however the duration score for the lower sections
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was still greater than the score for the top grid sections. These

results suggest that as fixation\skills are developing over the first

four months of life, actual fixation behavior as measured by this assess-

ment emerges according to the following general hierarchy: fixation

first on objects which are below eye level, then fixation on objects at

eye level, followed by fixation on objects above eye level.

Support for Reflecting Actual Visual Fixation Skill Level

To determine if the quantitative fixation assessment procedures

reflected actual visual fixation skill level in the first four months of

life, measures of frequency, dimation, and mean duration were compared

between the Assessment and Interaction conditions (Table 4). Hypothesis

testing for significant correlations of measures between directed looking

in the Assessment and Interaction conditions, between directed looking

in the Assessment condition and looking at mother in the Interaction

condition, and between directed looking in the Assessment condition and

looking at objects in the Interaction condition did not indicate that

the assessment reflected the infants actual visual fixation skills

since very few significant correlations were found.

It is felt that there are at least two reasons why only a few

significant correlations were found, both of which involve the fact that

the conditions, and therefore the comparisons between conditions, were

not equal. The first reason involves "who" was in charge of directing

the infant in looking at stimuli. For the Assessment condition the

examiner gave the instructions to look, while during the Interaction

condition the mother was responsible for directing the infant's looking

&ehavior. The second reason why the comparisons were unequal involvedo

"what" was, being looked at. In the Assessment condition the infant was
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directed to look at objects only, while during the Interaction condition

the infant looked at both her mother and the objects used in the Assessment

condition. Ideally, the comparison between the Assessment condition and

looking at objects in the Interaction cOndition should have resulted in

significant correlations, however this was not the case due to a limitation

in the Interaction procedures. Additional instructions should have been

given to the mothers to provide at least one opportunity per object per

setting for the infant to look at the two stimulus objects. As it was,

the infants were oftentimes not given the chanceto look,at the stimulus

objects, therefore, their performance scores for looking at objects in

the Interaction condition did not reflect the infants' actual fixation

skill level for inanimate objects.

Comparisons it conditions do, however; lend some support to the

hypothesis that the pr cedures reflect actual visual fixation skill

level. Frequency and duration measures within each condition were

compared to determine the relationship between these measures. Hy-

pothesis testing for significant correlations between these measures in

each condition resulted in significant positive correlations for all

subjects in both the Assessment condition and the looking at objects in

the Interaction condition. These findings suggest that a similar relation-

ship between frequency and duration measures exists for looking at

objects in the assessment and when given the opportunity to look at

objects by the mother. This relationship between frequency and duration

of fixation does not exist for looking at the mother nor for combined

looking at the mother and objects.
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Interpretation of Interaction Pilot Study Results

The intent of the analysis of mother/infant interaction data was to

determine the nature of relationships existing between the infants'

behavior and both the mothers' visual and vocal behavior. However, the

mother data from this study revealed that when under observation, mothers

looked at their infants almost constantly (medians for looking at their

infants for the four mothers ranged from 97.8% to 100% of the observation

time). It was, therefore, not necessary to determine the probabilities

of specific infant behaviors occurring, given that the mother looked at

her infant, since these would all have been at or close to the perfect

probability of 1.00.

These results are not surprising and have been described in other

studies of mother/infant interaction: mothers spend the majority of

observation time looking at their infants (Jones, 1977) and mothers gaze

at their infants for extraordinarily long periods of time compared to

average adult gaze exchanges (Stern, 1974). However, it is difficult to

define the reason for the high Oercentage scores for mothers looking at

their infants reported in this study. It is not felt that the tendency

for mothers to spend large amounts of time looking at their infants is a

comprehensive explanation. The presence of observers in the home also

had an effect on the behavior of the mothers which must be taken into

account. Since the observers started the tape recorder at the beginning

of a five-minute observation seriod and sto ed the recorder at h

of the period, the mothers were extremely aware of exactly when the

observation periods began and ended. In turn, they were especially

attentive to their infants during those periods. In order to obtain

measurements in future studies of mother visual behavior which are more
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natural and which can be utilized in the interaction analysis, it might

be advantageous to start the tape recorded intervals of an observation

period and begin collecting data for an unspecified length of time

before collecting the data for the actual observation period under

study.

The mother vocal behavior also occurred at relatively high levels

(medians for talking to their infants for the four mothers ranged from

72.5% to 94.0% of the observation time), however, the mother vocal

behavior scores were considerably less than the mother visual behavior

scores and were low enough to be amenable to conditional probability

analysis. The results of this analysis indicated that all four mothers

talked to their infants contingent upon the response of the infant

looking at her mother. This relationship wasnot found in any of the

four mother/infant pairs when the infant was looking at objects or when

looking at something other than her mother or the objects. In additions_

it was found that one Mother (Subject 2) talked to her infant contingent

on her infant's vocalizations.

These results are consistent with those found in other studies of

mother/infant interaction. Vietze et al. (1978) found that mothers

exhibited contingent vocalization in response to infants' vocal and

visual behavior directed to their mothers. In discussing the results of

several interaction studies, Yarrow et al. (1977) noted that infants who

4 WIN I C . 1 toy

and visual stimulation from their mothers. Bates, Camaioni, and Volterra

(1975) contend that these early infant visual and vocal behaviors do not

provide evidence of intentional communication in the first four months,

but rather because of their signal value to the adult, usually result in

prolonged interactions.



The fact is that all four mothers in this study displayed con-

tingent vocalization to their infants when the infants looked at their

mothers, yet only one mother provided this,vocalization for vocal behavior

in her infant. This result might be explained by suggesting that the

mothers intuitively interpreted looking as communicative and therefore

responded by talking to their infants, whereas the infant vocalizations

were seen as random events, not intended for communication. The lack of

contingent talking found in response to infant vocalization might also

be attributed to a limitation of the analysis. For purposes of this

analysis, conditional probabilities were calculated based upon behaviors

which occurred within the same interval. A more appropriate analysis to

detect the relationship of mother vocalization to infant vocalization

might be to figure conditional probabilities based on an interval lag in

which the occurrence of one behavior is analyzed in reference to the

behavior(s) occurring in the following one, two, etc. intervals.

Further Analysis of Interaction Data

To accurately reflect the nature of the relationships between

specific infant and mother behaviors, analyses behond that of within

interval conditional probabilities will need to be conducted. The data

collected as a result of the interaction procedures reported in this

study are suitable for several other types of analysis. Lag interval

conditional probabilities provide the probability of any behavior occurring

one interval, two intervals, or any number of intervals after another

behavior. Transitional analysis involves constructing matrixes of

conditional probabilities from frequencies with which individual or

groups of behaviors move into other intervals.
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Sequential analysis of interaction data offers a method for in-

vestigating the flow of interaction in that one looks at the length of,

initiator of, terminator of, and the nature of a behavior or chain of

behaviors. Rosenfeld and Remmers (1981) have provided a description of

techniques for detecting temporal relationships in mother/infant inter-

actions through the use of sequential analysis and are in the process of

developing computer programs to conduct this analysis on the type of

data collected in this study (Rosenfeld, Note 5)4

Problems with Interaction Studies

Several problems were encountered while collecting the mother/infant

interaction data for this study which were consistent with those reported

by other researchers (cf. Yarrow and Anderson, 1979). The presence of

observers in the home which has been noted previously, has an effect

which is difficult to define. It seems that in addition to the mere

effect of the observer's presence, the way the study and its purposes

are defined, the mother's personal definition of the observation situa-

tion, and her feelings about being observed will influence the mother's

behavior with her infant.

The infants appeared to be less affected by the presence of ob-

servers however their behavior was influenced by physiological factors

such as hunger or thirst, time of day observations were taken, and

weather conditions of the day of the observation. Of course these

variables could have influenced the behavior of the mothers as well. The

problem, therefore of obtaining a representative sample of behavior is a

question of day-to-day or even hour-to-hour consistency in both mother

and infant behavior.



Conclusions

The interobserver data collected on the four nonhandicapped infants

indicated that the assessment procedures were reliable for measuring

Visual fixation behavior in the first four months of life. The performance

data demonstrated that the procedures were a valid and therefore effective

method of measuring visual fixation in that they detected acquisition of

visual fixation, were sensitive to emergence of visual fixation, and

reflected the infants' actual visual fixation skill level in the first

four months of life.

The interobserver data collected on the four nonhandicapped infants

and their mothers indicated that the interaction procedures were a

reliable and efficient method for measuring mother/infant interaction

behavior in the first four months of life. The initial analysis of the

performance data demonstrated that the procedures were an effective

method of measuring mother/infant interaction behavior in that the

results were consistent with those of other mother/infant interaction

studies. The data are suitable for further analysis which is necessary

to accurately reflect the nature of mother/infant interactions. The

methodology for collecting interaction data reported in this study

should provide a useful tool for obtaining similar data on handicapped

or at-risk infants and their mothers.

Implications for .Practical Application.of Assessment Procedures

The implications of this assessment procedure for practical appli-

cation in a severely/multiply handicapped classroom are several. Per-

formance results could be used to pinpoint weaknesses in visual fixation

skills for individual students, therefore providing training objectives

for those deficient skills. The results of periodic assessments could
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be used to measure progress in programs for individual students, thereby

alleviating the need for daily data recording of fixation skill training.

The results of this assessment could also be used to determine optimal

placement of stimuli for other training programs such as those in the

preacademic and prevocational curriculum domains.

Based on the assessment performance data of the four nonhandicapped

infants in this study and the two infants from previous studies (Eye and

Janssen, Note 1 and Janssen, Note 3), a minimum acceptable level of

fixation performance could be determined. -This information would allow

teachers to set an appropriate frequency and duration criterion level

for handicapped students to reach for fixation skill masteny.

Implications for Further Research

Further study is necessary in the use of the procedures to assess

visual fixation. This should include determining how to integrate these

procedures into a more comprehensive total asseisment package. Research

should also concentrate on the use of the visual fixation assessment as

a tool for measuring progress as a result of intervention efforts with

handicapped students.

A major emphasis of research in the future should be on how the

acquisition of visual behavior in handicapped infants relates to the

development of other behaviors. It is also important to discover how

best to enhance that visual development in order to provide apOropriate

early intervention services to handicapped infants and young children.

Extensive study needs to be conducted with mothers and their handicapped

or at-risk infants to tny to determine what factors ence early

visual skill development in handicapped infants, how al skills

relate to other infants and mother behaviors when the fant has a
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handicap, and what strategies are effective in enhancing visual skill

development in these infants.

Summary

The data collected on the four nonhandicapped infants indicated

that the as4essment procedures were a reliable and valid method of

measuring visual fixation behavior. The assessment procedures success-
*

fully detected acquisition of visual fixation skills, were sensitive to

0

emergence of visual fixation behavior, and reflected the infants' actual

visual fixation skill level in the first four months of life. Furthermore,

the data on the four infants and their mothers indicated that the inter-

action procedures were a reliable, efficient, and effective method of

measuring mother/infant interaction behavior. The assessment procedures

have implications for both practical application in the classroom and

for future research efforts. The methodology for collecting interaction

data should provide a useful tool to researchers for obtaining much

needed data on handicapped or at-risk infants and their mothers.
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INTRODUCTION

Cerebral palsy is a common physical handicap among severely handi-

capped children. It is a class of nonprogressive posture and movement

disorders resulting from damage or malformation of the central nervous

system (CNS) (Bax, 1964; Capute, 1974; Levitt, 1977; Vining, Aceardo,

Rubenstein, Farrell, & Roizen, 1976). The CNS coordinates sensory input

yielding integrated motor responses (Fiorentino, 1972). Damage to the

CNS results in delayed motor development that is characterized by tonic

reflexes (atypical and persistent postures) and a'deficiency in the

normal generalized postural adjustment reactions of body alignment and

balance (righting and equilibrium) that are necessary for the development

of normal motor patterns (Bobath, B., 1948; Fiorentino, 1972; and Rush-

worth0-1971). A student with cerebral palsy, for example, may not be

able to creep because the reciprocal pattern of arm and leg movements is

prevented by a dominating tonic reflex causing the child's hips and

knees to flex if oe head and neck are extended. The child's movement

is further hampered by the inability to malle the necessary weight shifts

(equilibrium responses) to maintain the all-four's creeping position

whrn one extremity is moved (Bobath, K. & Bobath, B., 1967).

"Little's disease," as cerebral palsy was first identified, was

initially described by William J. Little at a London medical conference

in 1843 (Little, 1853). Little identified lesions or cavities in the

cortex of the brain upon post-mortem exam o44fidividuals with cerebral

palsy. He also linked neonatal difficulty, particularly asphyxia, to

symptoms of cerebral palsy (Little, 1853; Menkes, 1974). It is now

estaOished medically that brain damage associated with cerebral palsy

is due to prenatal etiological factors such as maternal viruses; defective
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development of the brain;

premature separation of th

rinatal difficulties such as anoxia due to

placenta, awkward birth positions, or prolonged

labor; prematurity; Rh incomKtibility; and neo-natal factors of circulatory

disorders, viruses, or bacteri;-(8obath, K. & Bobath B., 1954; Cerebral

palsy- cts and Figures, 1973; Menkes, 1974). Wide disparity is found

among statistics for this handicapping condition. Incidence estimates

range from .6/1000 to 1/200 live births, with most estimates between

1/1000 to 2/1000 live births (Cerebral palsyFacts and figures, 1973;

Dekaban, 1970; Levitt, 1977; Marks, 1974; Dunsdon, 1960; Stephen, 1965;

Mair, 1961).

Various treatment systems for cerebral palsy have been reported

since the mid-1900's th,at can be characterized according to three types:

orthopedic bracing and isolated muscle training (viz., Phelps, 1940;

1941; 1948); sensory stimulation providing experiences to the visual,

auditory, tactile, olfactory, gustatory, and kinesthetic senses (viz.,

Kabat, 1947; Knott& Voss, 1956; 1968; Rood, 1956; 1962); and neuro-

1.--

muscular, stimulating the development and functioning of the CNS (viz.,

Bobath, B., 1948; 1967; Bobath K., 1980; Bobath, K. & Bobath, B., 1950;

1952; Doman, Spitz, Amman, Delacato, & Doman, 1960; Doman, Taylor, &

Thomas, 1969; Fay, 1946; 1954; LeWinn, 1969).

All three types of treatment are currently in use; however, there

is little evidence available to support or refute the theories and

techniques of the systems (Barrera, Routh, Parr, Johnson, Arendshort,

Goolsby, & Schroeder, 1976; Levitt, 1977; Martin & Epstein, 1976). As

stated by Martin & Epstein (1976), "The best known therapeutic

'schools' in cerebral palsy typically rely on semiobjective, anecdotal

case reports or simple outcome studies . . . .These studies may indicate
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that something did or did not work while failing to isolate the effective

treatment variables" (p. 285).

Purpose

The efficacy of a popular neuromuscular approach to the treatment

of cerebral palsy, neurodevelopmental training (NOT) (Bobath, B., 1948;

1953; 1954a; 19(!4,b2_1954c; 1954d; 1955; 1967; Bobath, K., 1959; 1980;

BobathX. & Bobath B., 1950; 1952; 1954; 1955; 1967; 1976) and its

theoretical hypotheses in the training of motor behaviors among severely

handicapped children with cerebral palsy have not been empirically verified.

NOT is based on the theory of neurological maturation that describes the

functions of developing areas of the brain and the implications of these

functions for the process of motor development. As an attempt to replicate

the normal process of neurological development within cerebral palsied

individuals, NOT focuses on two objectives: 1) the prevention or control

(i.e., "inhibition") of movement or posture to prevent abnormal reflexes,

and 2) stimulation and guidance (i.e., "facilitation") of postural

reactions permitting the sensations of normal-ized motor behavior.

Developmental milestones such as head control or sitting are not directly

taught, although their acquisition is among the objectives of treatment.

Three research questions concerning the effectiveness of NOT were

addressed in this study:

1. Do postval reactions improve as a result of neurodevelopmental

training?

2. Do improvements in postural reactions correspond to a decrease

in the asymmetrical tonic neck reflex?



Do tnprovements in postural reactions correspond to an increase

in head erect and rolling motor patterns that are not directly

trained?

A secondary purpose of this study was to demonstrate an empirical

evaluation of a therapy approach in three ways. First, important techniques

of the therapy, the facilitation of postural reactions in cp.unction

with reflex inhibiting positioning, were operationalized to tablish an

isolated treatment variable. Second, a single subject design was selected

for this research in order to analyze directly the effects of training

among individual subjects (Baer, Wolf, & Risley, 1968; Hersen & Barlow,

1976). Martin and Epstein (1976) explained that single subject research

would be more appropriate than group design, "because of the organic and

behavioral variability in cerebral palsy° (p..288). And third, measurement

procedures of sensory/motor skills developed by the University of Kansas

Early Childhood Institute (Guess, Rues, Warren, & Lyon, Note I; Guess,

Rues, Warren, Lyon, & Janssen, Note 2; Guess, Rues, Warren, Janssen,

Noonan, Esquith, & Mulligan, Note 3) were used to meesure head erect and

rolling behavior sensitively and quantitatively. The measures do not

require subjective qualitative judgments to score performance and slight

changes within a skill can be monitored.

Methods

Facilitation of righting and equilibrium postural reactions was

operationalized as the treatment variable for seven Severely handicapped

children with cerebral palsy. Using a multiple baseline design, the

effectiveness of training postural reactions was investigated. Addit onally,

an abnormal reflex (ATNR) and a coordinated motor pattern (head erect or
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rolling) were probed throughout the study to evaluate their theoretical

relationship to postural reactions. NDT theory postulates that as

righting and equilibrium reactions are acquired, primitive tonic reflexes

diminish and coordinated motor patterns develop.

Subjects,

Four girls and three boys ages 2 to 12 years were included in this

study. All children were enrolled in Lawrence and Kansas City area

preschool and elementary school classes for severely/multiply handicapped

children. After the study was approved by the University Advisory

Committee on Human Experimentation, the following criteria were used for

subject selection:

a) medical diagnosis of cerebral palsy;

b) gross motor developmental level at or below seven months

(assessed by Denver Developmental Screening Test, Frankenburg

& Dodds, 1969);

c) clear and consistent demonstration of an asymmetrical tonic

neck reflex (ATNR), symmetrical tonic neck reflex (STNR), or

tonic labyrinthine reflex (TLR) (score of 3+ at least 7 of 10

trials, assessed with Primitive Reflex Profile, Capute et

al., 1978); and

d) approval of training objectives by the child's physical or

occupational therapist.

A gross motor level at or below seven months was included in the selection

criteria because it precludes the achievement of the intervention targets

(righting and equilibrium reactions). The ATNR was the only consistent

reflex observed when subjects were selected. Table 1 summariZes the

demographic characteristics of the children in this study.



Table 1

Demographic Characteristics of Subjects

Subject Sex
Age at

Beginning of Study Diagnosis Medication

Denver Developmental

Screening Test
Motor Overall

Sam 2 yrs. 1 mo. spastic quadriplegia phenobarbitol
seizure disorder tegretol

6 mos. 7 mos.

2 (Janet) 3 yrs. 4 mos. spastic*adriplegia phenobarbitol
seizure disorder

1mo. 1mo.

microcephaly

3 (Charlie) M 5 yrs. 3 mos. spastic quadriplegia none 3 mos. 4 mos.

seizure disorder

4 (Loretta) F 3 yrs. 2 mos. hypotoniC quadriplegia none 5 mos. 24 mos.

5 (Kathy) 3 yrs. 3 mos. hypotoniC quadriplegia none
seizure disorder

2 mos. 4 mos.

6 (Marilyn) F 12 yrs. 1 mo. spastic quadriplegia phenobarbitol 2 mos. 3 mos.
seizure disorder
scoliosis

7 (Matt) M 4 yrs. 4 mos. spastic quadriplegia phenobarbitol 2 mos. 6 mos.

so



.Subject 1.. Sam, a 2 year 1 Month old male, was the youngest subject.

At birth, labor and delivery were prolonged, he needed resuscitation,

and was placed in the hospital's neonatal intensive care unit following

heart failure. He had his first seizure at 8 days of age. When the

study began, Sam was able to hold his head up in prone or sitting, sit

independently for several minutes (although he could not attain sitting

without assistance) and crawl on his stomach short distances by pulling

himself forward with his arms. Socially, he recognized and responded

positively to familiar persons. He understood simple directions, could

reach and grasp desired objects, and was just beginning to imitate

sounds within his repertoire. Between sessions 59 and 77, Sam had

heelcord surgery (the casts were removed before he returned to school

and the study).

Subject 2. Janet, a 3 year 4 month old female, was seizuring at

birth and reportedly seizured almost continuously for the first four-

months of life. She was the most severely handicapped child in the

study. Janet slept frequently, and typically did not raise her head in

prone, move a limb voluntarily, or nteract in anyway with people or

objects in her environment. Occas onally, however, she did respond to

movement or sound by cing or smping. Following session 91:janet was

hospitalized for seve 1 da*;With a respiratory infection and a fever

that-rose to 108°F accoMpanied by grand mal seizures. Although she

returned to school for a few days, she was hospitalized again with

similar symptoms and malnutrition (treated_ with a gastrostomy). Due to

poor health, her participation in the study was discontinued.

Subject 3. Charlie, a 5 year 3 month old male, had perinatal

anoxia. At the beginning of the study he was able to lift and mai tain
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his head up for several seconds in prone while propping on his forearms.

Charlie had very little head control when sitting, however,-and did not

reach for objects from any position. In-spite of his severe physical

limitations, Charlie was very attentive to his environment, discriminated

strangers fronkfamiliar persons, and showed favoritism among familiar

persons.

Subject 4. Loretta, a 3 year 2 month old female, had respiratory

disitress following a prolonged labor at birth. When the study began,

she was able to lift her head and maintain head control for a short time

in prone and sitting, and was just beginning to maintain a sitting

position independently for several econds. Although she was not able

to crawl, she could roll to a desired destination. Loretta was the only

subject able to talk. Her language skills were approximately at age

level; she initiated and participated in conversations with)peers and

adults, followed directions, commented on past and fiture events,,and

laughed at,AMPle jokes. She was clearly the higbest functioning subject

in the.study.

Sub'ect 5. Kathy, a 3'year 3 month old female, was born postmature

at 42Ato 43 weeks gestation and had seizures at the age of 12 hours.

She received intensive therapy and patterning of the Doman-Delacato

approach for approximately a year. Therapy was discontinued when her,

family moved to the-Kansas City area and enrolled her in a special

education preschool program a few weeks before the study began. When

evaluated at the beginning of the study, Kathy was only able to lift her

head momentarily in prone or supported sitting. She had minimal reach

and grasp skills, but was quite responsive socially. She(frequently
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smiled'at familiar persons sometimes cried when family members left the

room, and attended to persons and events in her environment.

Subject 6. Marilyn, a 12 year 1 month old female, was the oldest

child in the study. She was born breech with apparently no other compli-

T
cations until-- e had a cerebral aneurysm at 10 days of age. When the

Mstudy began, rilyn had a severe scoliosis and Contractures of her

knees, hips, and left elbow and wrist. She was able to lift her head

moment rily in prone or supported sitting.but did not reach for objects

nor isually track them. Marilyn did respond positively, however, by

smiling or laughing when people spoke to'her in a friendly tone, if

music of a particular recording artist was played, or if she was put

through movement activites.

Subject 7. Matt, a 4 year 4 month old male, had an unremarkable

birth history. At the beginning ofthe study_he was able to maintain

head control in prone when propped on his forearms for a short time.

Matt could sit long-legged with support, could maintain grasp of an

object, and was just learning to reach for objects. Contractures of

-both elbows and wrists limited his physical skills. He was socially

very alert, discriminated strangers from familiar persons, and laughed

easily during play.

Setting and Equipment

The study was conducted at five preschool and elementary school

sites in the Lawrence and Kansas City area. The elementary school

classrooms were for severely multiply handicapped children and were

located in special education wings of pubTic)el1 entary schools. -All

>,

thebe preschool sites were university-sponsored rograms.



Baseline and training took place in each child's classroom during

the morning school hours except for Subject 4, Loretta, who received

training in her school's occupational therapy room after school hours.

A carpeted area or therapy mat approximately 12 X 12 feet (6.36 X 6.36

m) served as the training setting and-the following equipment was used:

a) a firm plastic therapy ball, barrel, or carpeted barrel,

36 inches in diameter (91.44 cm, ball commercially,
available from Preston Corporation #PC 2764 A);

b) an a lt-size straightback chair without arms;

c) a s pwatch; and

d) if rolling was probed, two elastic bands to fit the child's
waist and chest (see Appendix 4 for dimensions and directions

for construction).

Responses Measured

Three variables werevonitored throughout the study: postural

reactions (equilibrium, parachute, and righting), the ATNR, and a coor-

dinated motor pattern (head erect or rolling). Ten consecutive trials

of each postural reaction welp measured each session (i.e., daily,

Monday through Friday). The ATNR and head erect or rolling were probed,

rather than measured each session, to reduee the possibility of reactive

effects from repeated measurement (see Table 2).

A session schedule was given to each trainer indfcatfng the sessions

in which probes were to be taken and the order in which the postural

reactions were to be trained (see Figure 1). To guard against an order

_effect in training, the daily sequence of equilibrium, parachute, and

righting training was randomized for each subject. The session schedule

was utilized by recording each date that a session As conducted in the

left hand column without regard for days missed due to illness or other

absenteeism.
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Table 2

Responses Measured; Type and Frequency of Measurement

Responses Measured Types of Measurem6t Frequency of Measurement

Postural Reactions
(all three for each
student)

Equilibrium

Parachute

Righting

Scale: 0-3
10 trials each, totaled

(90 points possible)
(see Table 3)

Each session-

Tonic Reflex Probe

Coordinated Motor Pattern
Probe (one for each,child)

Asymmetrical Tonic Neck'

Head Erect

ate

Scale: 0-4+
10 trials
(see Appendix A)

Heaa turn frequency,
Head lift frequency,
Longest duration
Cumulative duration
(see Appendix B)

Degrees rotation
(see Appendix C)

Every third session

Every fourth session



Elate Session

TRAINING SEQUENCE

Reflex
Probe ,

Motor
Pattern
Probe

1

2

3

4 x.

6 x

710M
8 x

9 x

10

11

12 x x

13.10.
14

15 x

16-----

17
.

----__ ) 18

19----
20

----- .21

----- 22

23

24

Subject 1

Training,Order

parachute, equilibirium, righting

equilibrium, parachute; righting

equilibrium, righting, parachute

righting, parachute, equilibrium

pyachirighting, equilibrium

righting; equilibrium, parachute

equilibrium, parachute, righting

parachute, equilibrium, righting

righting, parachute, equilibrium

equilibrium, righting, parachute

parachute, righting, equilibrium

righting, equilibrium, parachute

righting, equilibrium, parachute

equilibrium,,,,parachute, righting

equilibrium, righting, parachute

righting, parachute, equilibriuM

parachute, equilibrium, righting

parachute, righting, equilibrium

, parachute, righting, equilibrium

equilibrium, righting, parachute
,

righting, equilibrium, parachute

-parachute, equilibrium righting

righting, parachute, equilibrium

equilibrium, protecti've, righting

Figure 1. Training schedule followed by each trainer. The date was
recorded in the left column, and the information in each column across
from the date indicated if a reflex or motor probe was to be conducted
that day, and specified the order in which postural reaction training was
to be conducted.
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Postural reactions. The equilibrium, parachute (another equilibrium

reaction), and righting reactions are responses of balance and body

alignment that are essential, according to neurodevelopmental theory,

for the development of coordinated motor patterns (Bobath, B., 1948;

Bobath, K., 1980; Bobath, K. & Bobath, B., 1967). The three postural

reactions monitored and trained in this study were defined as follows:

a) equilibrium reaction - The student is seated cross-legged,
in ring-sitting, or long-legged, on the floor facing a mirror,
and supported by the trainer at the upper trunk. When gently
tipped to one side (about 45°) the subject's arm (of the side
to which the subject was tipped) will extend and the trunk
will tilt towards the opposite side within five seconds (see
Figure 2a).

b) parachute reaction (an equilibrium reaction) - The student
is prone on a therapy ball and supported by the trainer at the
hips. As the student is gently rolled forward until he/she is
one arm's length from the floOr, the student's arms will
extend outward beyond the head, and the hands will open and
extend toward the floor within five seconds (see Figure 2b).

c) righting reaction (head righting) - The trainer is seated
on a chair and the student is supported under the arms and

seated on the trainer's lap. Both are facing the mirror.
When the student is gently tipped to one side (about 45°), the
student will maintain or regain a midline head position within

five seconds (see Figure 2c).

Each postural reaction was scored on a scale from 0 to 3, "total

assistance" to "independent," and recorded on a training data sheet (see

Figure 3). The scoring indicated the "level of assistance" needed by
4

the subject to respond as each reaction was defined. Table 3 describes

the levels of assistance and scoring for each postural reaction.

Measurements obtained for the ten trials of each reaction (alter-

nating to the left and right side for equilibrium and righting) were

totaled and presented as one score per session per subject. Scores from

the three postural reactions were totaled because the responses do not

occur in complete isolation of one another. The situations described
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a. Equilbrium Reaction

c. Righting Reaction

b. Parachute Reaction

Figure 2. Stimulus positions for training the three postural

reactions.
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Audolt

0A1A SHEET 1
Training

Trainer Week I

_ _Ulte 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 T TT _R%

equilibrium

parachute

righting

equilibrium

parachute

righting

equilibrium

parilchuie

righting

equilibrium

parachute

righting

equilibrium

parachute

righting

.rossoala.a. .= ar,spow iskirsei

7111G1.7.

=1..

1,G.

Figure 3. Data sheet for recording five sessions of postural reaction responses. The number
corresponding tu the level of assistance required in each trial was written in the space provided
under the numbers from 1 to 10. Scores were totaled for each reaction and recorded in the T column;
the total score for all three reactions was recorded in the TT column; and the interobserver reli-
ability WIS recorded in the Irk' column. 91



Postural
Reactions

Equilibrium

Table 3

Levels of Assistance Training; Scoring and Definitions of Levels

Score/Level Training Procedures

Inndependent No assistance given; the student's arm on the side to which he/she was
tipped will extend and the trunk will tilt taward the opposite side.

The trainer says, tatch yourself," and/or taps the student's upper
arm (on the side to which the student was tipped).

The trainer extends the student's arm (on the side to which the student
was tipped).

The trainer extends the student's arm (on the side to which the student
was tipped) and tilts the trunk in the opposite direction of the tip.

No ass stance g ven; the s u en s arm w extend beyons the ea

and the hands will open and extend to the floor.

The trainer says, "Reach for the floor," and/or gently:taps on the
student's upper arm.

The trainer extends the student's arm
hands, or touches them to the floor.

2/Cue

1/Prompt

0/Put Through

Parachute

(equilibrium)

Righting

n epen en

2/Cue

1/Prompt

0/Put Through,

n epen en

2/Cue

1/Prompt

0/Put Through

The trainer extends the student's arms
hands, and touches them to the floor.

o ass stance 9 ven; t e student w
head position.

The trainer says, "Pick up your head," and/or gently, taps the side of
the student's head.

forward and opens the student's

forward, opens the student's

mainta n or rega n a m ine

The trainer lifts the student's head half-way to midlfne.position.

The trainer lifts the child's head to midline position.



above to elicit each postural reaction would prompt other postural

reactions as well. For example, if a student was sitting on the floor

and tipped to one side, the upper trunk and shoulders would raise toward

the opposite side (equilibrium). Additionally, it would be expected

that the head would maintain or reposition to midline, a righting reaction.

A score of 90 points was possible for each session (10 trials X 3 possible

points X 3 postural reactions).

Tonic reflex. The ATNR is a subcortical (cortically immature)

motor response that interferes with normal motor responses. It was

assessed by a prOte--Wiery third session. ATNR probes taken throughout

the study were Measured with proceduresyrom the Primitive Reflex Profile

(Capute et al., 1978).

An ATNR was defined as follows:

When the child is supine he may be seen to lie with head
turned to one side with extension of extremeties on that
side (chin side), and flexion of the contralateral extre-
mities (occiput side). This May also be noted in sitting;

it is often described as the "fencer" position. (Capute

et al., 1978, p. 38)

Scoring ranged from "0" ("absent", reflex did not occur) to "4+ ("obli-

gatory," reflex maintained longer than 30 seconds) and was recorded on

the ATNR data sheet (see Figure 4).

Coordinated-mOtor-patternQuantitative-assessment-procedures-were

used to probethe coordinated motor patterns of head erect and rolling

(Foshage, Note 4; Rues, Note 5; Day, Rues, & Lehr, Note 6; Fritzshall &

Noonan, Note 7). Head erect assessment procedures measuring the frequency

of head turns and head lifts, the longest duration, and the cumulative

duration of head erect, were used as the motor pattern probe for children

with very poor head control skills (Subject 2, Janet; Subject 5, athy;

Subjegt-6, Marilyn; and Subject 7, Matt). The remaining children (Subject
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Student

Date.

DATA SHEET 2
Tonic Reflex Probe

-Trather

right

'left

right

left

right

left

right

left

right

Trials

2 3

111

Reliability

Figure 4. Data sheet for recording ATNR prob s for five probe

sessions. Trials were alternated to the right and to the left sides.
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1, Sam; Subject 3, Charlie; and Subject 4, Loretta) were probed with the

deg'rees of trunk rotation measure from the rolling assessment procedures.

Head erect and rolling data sheets are presented in Figures 5 and 6,

respectively.

Training_Procedures

One component of NDT, facilitating postural reactions, was conducted

for each subject by a trainer each daily session (i.e., Monday through

Friday). A four-step "levels of assistanee'strategy (Lynch, Flanagan,

& Pennell, 1977; Child Progress Monitoring System, Note 8; and described

in studies by Banerdt & Bricker, 1978; Horner & Keilitz, 1975; O'Brien &

Azrin, 1972), sOuenced from independent with no intervention from the

trainer to totallsistance with complete physical guidance from the

trainer, was used to operationalize "facilitationm as the training

procedure for this study (see Table 3). Levels of assistance training,

was selected because it parallels the descriptions of facilitation

technique's in the NDT literature (e.g., Bobath, K. & Bobath, B.$ 1967)

and yet is a fairly standardized training procedure in the education of

severely handicapped children.

Daily sessions consisted of ten trials for each of the three postural

reactions. Each trial began at the independent level (37. If the child V

failed to respond within five seconds, the trainer provided thenext

level of assistance, a verbal cue (2). Training continued in the same

Tanner throughout the remaining levels of assistance; if no response

occurred within five seconds of the stimulus, training moved to the next

level. When a correct response occurred at any level, verbal and social

praise was liven and training proceeded to the next trial at the inde-

pendent level of assistance.



03

NAME:

OBSERVER(S):

Code:

IP 1111/

BIRTHDATE: DATE:

SETTING: RELIABILITY:

- no arm support

It- props on one forearm, other arm no support

v(s/- props on forearms

11- props on forearm and one extended arm

11 - props on extended arms

R - right arm
L - left arm

HEAD ERECT DESCRIPTORS UPPER EXTREMITY WEIGHT BEARING DESCRIPTORS

Head
Turns

Head
Lifts

Duration:
Longest
Head Lift

CumulativeDuration:RLRLRLRL
Head Erect
or I 1

_

I I i It Ni i

RLRLRL
I I

Reliability

,

Total

_

(3"1
Figure 5. Data sheet for recording one session of a head erect probe. Head turns and head lifts_weA'tallied;

g each duration greater than 2 seconds was listed and the longest duration was circled; and the durations listed in the

third column were summed and recorded in the fourth column. Upper extremity weight bearing was not assessed.



neasurement of the Rolling ReSponse from Prone. Supine, and Sidelyino

Nagle

Date

Evaluator

Observer

Descriptori

P - prone R - right 0 - range (0-11.25°) SH - shoulder
S - supine L - left B - b e 11.25.1.5 ) PE - pelvis
SL- sidelying R*- 22.5-45n)

W - white (over 45') R - reliability'

Trial Trunk Rotation

P over R 0 B R

P over R

(SL R to SI

P over L

P over L

1SL L to S)

S-over R

S overR

(SL g to P)

S over L

S over L

(SL L to P)

OBRW

R W

OBRW

OBRW

OBRW

OBRW

0 B R W

Body Part
Leading Roll

Mobility

SH PE 1 less than 1/4 roll
1/4 1/2 3/4

11/4 11/2 1374.
21/4 21/2 23/4

1 roll
2 rolls
3 rolls

SH PE less than 1/4 rol)

1/4 1/2 3/4 1 roll
11/4 11/2 13/4 2 rolls
21/4 21/2 23/4 3 rolls

SH PE less- than 1/4 roll
1/4 1/2 3/4 1 roll

11/4 11/2 13/4 2 rolls
21/4 21/2 23/4 3 rolls

SH PE less than 1/4 roll
1/4 1/2 3/4 llroll

11/4 11/2 13/4. 2 rolls
21/4 21/2 23/4 3 rolls

SH PE less than 1/4 eoll
1/4 1/2 3/4 1 roll

1114 11/2 13/4 2 rolls
21/4 21/2 23/4 3 rolls

SH PE less than 1/4 roll
1/4 1/2 3/4 1 roll

11/4 11/2 13/4 2 rolls
21/4 21/2 23/4 3'rolls

SH PE less than 1/4 roll
1/4 1/2 3/4 1 roll
11/4 11/2 13/4 2 rolls
21/4 21/2 23/4 3 rolls

SH PE less than 1/4 roll
1/4 1/2 3/4 1 roll

11/4 11/2 13/4 2 rolls
21/4 21/2 23/4 3 rolls

SH PE less than 1/4 roll
'1/4 1/2 3/4 1 roll
11/4 11/2 13/4 2 rolls
21/4 21/2 23/4 3 rolls

SH PE less than 1/4 roll
1/4 1/2 3/4 1 roll

11/4 11/2 13/4 2 rolls
21/4 21/2 23/4 1 rolls

SH PE less than 1/4 roll
1/4 1/2 3/4 1 roll

11/4 11/2 13/4 2 rolls
21/4 21/2 23/4 3 rolls

SH PE less than 1/4 roll

1/4 1/2 3/4 1 roll
11/4 11/2 13/4 2 rolls
21/4 21/2 23/4 3 rolls

Mean R per session

Figure 6. Data sheet for recording one session of a rolling probe.

The degrees of trunk rotation was circled under the second column; the

body part leading the roll and the amount of mobility was not assessed.



Experimental Design

A multiple baseline design (Baer, Wolf, & Risley, 1968; Hersen &

Bartow, 1976; Sidman, 1960) across two sUbjects was replicated three

times (see ,Figure 7). Subject 7 (Matt) was not included in a multiple

baseline because the subject he was paired with was excluded early in

the study due to poor school attendance.

Baseline. The baseline was the initial condition. Opportunities

to respond for the postural reactions were given only at the independent

level of assistance; responses at the other levels of assistance would

have constituted training. Two scores were possible for each trial:

"3" for an independent correct response, and "0" fbr no response, or an

incorrect response. Probes of the ATNR and head erect or rolling were

conducted according to the procedures previously specified. Verbal and

social praise were given honcontingently and for cooperation during the

baseline condition.

Baseline was terminated for the children in the first legs of the

multiple baselines (and Subject 7) when the postural reaction data were

stable and a minimum of three data points were collcted for the ATNR and

coordinated motor pattern probes (A minimum of twelve sessions). Base-

line was terminated and training was introduced to the remaining children

when the training condition data of the child each was paired with

stabilized, or, when a trend in the data was clearly evident.

Training. Once the training condition was introduced, neurodevelop-

mental "facilitation" of postural reactions following the four levels oi .

assistance training procedure was conducted each session; training was

directed at improving equilibrium, righting, and parachute reactions.
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Figure 7. ,Multiple baseline across two subjects; postural reactions

were trained for each subject, and the ATNR and a motor pattern were

monitored with probes. (The design was replicated twice.)
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Reliability

Interobserver reliability data for each subject were collected on

the postural reaction measures approximately once a week, and at least

twice during the study for the probes (ATNR and coordinated motor pat-

terns). If more than one trainer was used, reliability was taken at

least twice with each trainer across each measure. The investigator

served as the reliability observer.

Reliability was calculated separately for each postural reactions,

reflex, and motor patterns probe. Postural reaction and ATNR reli-

ability scores were obtained by dividing the total number of agreements

by the number of agreements plus disagreements, and multiplying by 100:

total agreements-
X 100.

agreements + disagreements .

Directions for computing reliability for the coordinated nibtorpatterns

are included in the procedures for measuring head erect and rolling.

Data Analysis

Results were evaluated by using both within-subjects and group

analyses of the data. The major portion of the analysis, within-subject

comparisons, was acamplished by using visual analysis, descriptive

statistics, and a nonparametric test and correlation coefficient. A

group comparison of the baseline condition to the training condition was

made using a nonparametric test with means and with slopes.

Within-suUept. Postural reaction and probe (ATNR and coordinated

motor patterns) 'results were graphed for the visual analysis of the data

(Parsonson & Baer, 1978) (see Figure 7). Least squares regression lines

calculated with the TI 55 Texas Instrument hand calculator were fitted
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separately t the baseline and training data to assist in the interpre-

,

tation of the results.

Baseline and training conditions were then compared for differences

of level and trend in the data. Each of the three repeated multiple

baseline designs and results from Subject 7 were evaluated for a systematic

replication of training effects across each subject. The mean, standard

deviation, and the slope of the regression line were reported as descrip-

tive statistics to aid in the visual evuation.

ATNR and coordinated motor pattern probes were each correlated with

the postural reaction data,of the training condition within subjects.

Kendall's Tau (Bruning & Kintz, 1977; Conover, 1971).was calculated for

the coefficient of correlation.

The Mann-Whitney U-Test (Bruning & Kintz, 1977; Conover, 1971) was

run to compare the baseline and treatment conditions for each subject.

Difference scores, rather than obtained scores were used for this analysis.

The scores were derived by the following procedure:

a) The least squares regression line was fitted to the

baseline data and extended through the training data;

b) The point on the regression line corresponding to the

x-val of each observed score in the baseline and training

conditi ns was obtained using the following formula:

Y bX a

where b is the slope of the baseline regression line, and a is

the y-intercept of the line;

c) Each calculated point was then subtracted from the

obtained score that corresponded to its x-value to derive a

difference score.



If there was no training effect, the difference scores in the baseline

and training conditions were essentially the same.

Group. A Wilcoxon signed ranks test (Bruning & Kintz, 1977; Conover,

1971) was run to compare baseline and training conditions for the group.

The test was run twice: the first time, the means of each condition for

each subject were used as the data; and the second time, the slopes of

the regression lines in each condition were used.

Results
r--_-_-_

Reliability

Mean interobserver reliability scores across sessions for each

child are listed in Table 4. Across children, mean reliability ranged

from 88.3% to 100% for postural reactions, from 76.7% to 100% for the

ATNR probes, and from 76.5% to 100% for the motor probes. Mean reli-

ability scores for each postural reaction measure across subjects were

all above 97%, and total mean reliability across subjects and postural

reactions was 98.2%. For the reflex and motor probes, mean reliability

scores across subjects were.all greater than 94%.

Within-Subject Data Analyses

A visual analysis of the data is presented first for each subject

(see Figures 8 through 18). Baseline and training conditions were

compared with reference to level and trend of the data. Descriptive

statistics were used to aid in these analyses. Results in the training

condition were then compared to the probe data for similar or contrasting

effects. Finally, the overall effect of training on the postural reac-

tions was evaluated across*the seven subjects (see Figure p).



Table 4

Mean Reliability Scores Across Sessions
by Measure for Each Child

Subject

Postural Reactions Probes

Equilibrium Parachute Righting Overall ATNR Head Erect Rolling

1 (Sam) 97.3 98.3 88.3 95.1 96 89.6

2 (Janet) 100 100 100 100 100 100

3 (Charlie) 100 100 100 100 96 100

4 (Loretta) 97.3 94.5 96.4 96.3 100 92.5

5 (Kathy) 94.2 . 100 97.5 97.8 100 76.5

6 (Marilyn) 100 100 100 100 76.7 100

7 (Matt) 100 100 98.7 99.7 100 100

Mean per
Measure Across 98.4 99 97.3 98.2 95.5 94.1 94

Subjects



Two nonparametric statistical analyses are described for ach

subject (Bruning & Kintz, 1977; Conover, 1971). A Mann-WhitneV Test

with difference scores (derived from the actual scores and th? corres-
f '

ponding points on the regression line from the baseline condition) was

j--'-lgiakto compare the baseline and training conditions of each subject.

Kendall's Correlation Coefficient (tau) was calculated to compare the

/

postural reaction data to each set of probe data during thye training

condition.
I

Subject 1 (Sam) and Subject 2 LJanet). Figure 8 il ustrates fairly

low, slightly variable and relatively stable postural eaction scores

for Sam (Subject 1) during the baseline condition. A light, but immediate

increase in level of the postural reaction data occurred when the postural

reaction,training condition began. During baseline

/!

the mean level of

4total points was 8.25, whereas in training it was reater at.a mean of

/

22.52 points. Additionallythe trend of the regiression line fit to the

data changed from a downward slope of -.20 duri baseline, to an upward

slope of .22 during training. Variability wa* much greater in the

training condition and yielded a standard deviation of 10.79, compared

to a baseline standard deviation of 2.89.

Figure 9 presents the postural reaction data separately for the

equilibrium, parachute, and righting reaptions for Sam. All three

behaviors increased in level, variability, and trend. Most of the

improvement occurred in the equilibrium response.

ATNR probe scores incrdased in intensity over the course of the

study (see Figure 8). Initially, consistently high levels of 2+ (partial

reflex posture) were recorded. Following session 60, however, 2+ responses

no longer occurred, and 3+ scores (full reflex posture, but not obligatory)
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were noted with increasing frequency. The improvement in postural

reactions were accompanied by an increase in the level of ATNR,responses.

Degrees of trunk rotation measured in the rolling motor pattern

probe increased slightly throughout training (see Figure 8). Zero

degrees 22.5° of trunk rotation was recorded for five of the eight

rolling trials in each of the first two probes during the training

condition. Following those first pwo training probes, 22.5° - 45° of

,trunk rotation was the more frequent and consistent response. The

highest frequency of 22.5° - 45° rotation was 6, but this same frequency

was also noted during baseline.

A Mann-Whitney Test (see Table 5) produced a z-score of -5.10,

significant at the .05 level using a two-tailed test. Kendall's Tau

(see Table 6) correlating the ATNR probes with the corresponding

training scores were all less than t.39. Tau for 0° - 22:5° rolling

rotation was relatively high at -.73, but much less for 22.5° - 45° (tau

= .12) and 45° - 90° (tau = .52).

Janet's postural reactioiNata were at zero or close to zero through-

out baseline (see Figure 8). Sessions 63 and 65 were the only sessions

ip which she ecored above zero, 11% of the sessions. In training, mean

total points increased from a,baseline level of .67 to a training level

of 1.43 and Janet scored above zero 57% pf the sessions. Trehds in the

data for both conditions were very slight; the regression line through

the baseline data had a slope of .06 and the line through training had a

slopi of -.01. Variability was negligible in both postural reaction

baseline and training conditions.

Postural reaction data are presented in greater detail for Janet in

Figure 10. Baseline and training conditions had consistently lower

scores for the equilibriuth response; however, all responding greater



Tabl0 5

Mann-Whitney Analysis of Variance

U-Test Comparing Postural Reaction Baseline to Treatment

Subject z-Score

1 (Sam) -5.10

2 (Janet) NA

3 (Charlie) NA

4 (Loretta) 4.75

5 (Kathy) -5.10

6 (Marilyn) 5.68

7 (Matt) -.99

*Significant at .05 level
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Table F

Kendall's Rank-Order Correlation Coefficient (Tau)

Comparing Postural Reaction Training to the ATNR Probes and Training

*. .-

0

Subject

ATNR Probe Scores Rolling Rotation ScoreS Head Erect Scores

3+ 2+ - 1+ 0-22.5° 22.5°-40
40_90o 900+ Cumulative Lifts

Duration .

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

(Sam)

(Janet)

(Charlie)

(Loretta)

(Kathy)

(Marilyn)

(Matt)

.36 -.39 -.17 -.73 .12 .52
.

.08 -.0 .31 -.06 -.31

.82 -.82

.52 .17

.1i, -.15 -.73 .39 .67

.60 .22

, .

.

,
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than a score of zero occurred during training. There was no,change in

the parachute reaction during the study; all baseline and training

sco es were zero. The only points scored during baseline were scored

fo the righting reaction just prior to implementing the training. The

hi hest score in the training condition forTighting was less than the

hi hest score (9) recorded in the baseline condition.

ATNR probes remained relatively stable at 3+ (full reflex posture,

but not obligatory) throughout the study except for-)session 48 when 3+

occurred five times and no measurable response was observed for the

other five trials of that session (see Figure 8). This lower ATNR

score occurred just previous to the two postural reaction baseline

sessions in which total points were greater than zero.

Head erect motor pattern probes in Figure 8 indicated very low

levels of head erect duration, head turns, and head lifts. Levels of

behavior were slightly higher during baseline with 21 seconds as the

longest duratio and longest cumulative duration, and 6 head lifts as

the greatest frequency of head lifts or head turns during the recording

period of 180 seconds.

The Mann-Whitney test was run to compare Janet's postural reaction

baseline and treatment scOres, but the lack of variance in the baseline

data distorted the test. Therefore, the z-score from that test was not

included in Table 6. As a substitute analysis, a chi-square test (Bruning

& Kintz, 1977; Conover, 1971) was run to determine if the probability of

the number of scores higher than zero in the baseline condition in

comparison to the treatment condition was greater than chance. Chi-square

with 1 degree of freedom and Yates' correction (because some expected

cell frequencies were less than 10) Was equal to 3.6 and was not signifi-
.

cant at the .05 level fOr a two-tailed test. Kendall's Tau was not .
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determined for comparing the postural reaction training data to either

of the probes because there were not enough probe data for the computa-

tions.

Subject 3 (Charlie) and 'kubject 4 (Loretta). In Figure 11,

postural reaction baseline was stable at zero for all sessions.

Charlie's

Shortly

after the training condition began, two scores greater than zero were

recorded (session 39 and 40), and during approximately the last third of

the training, several scores greater than zero were recorded (from

session 83 to the end of training). 'The highest total score recorded

during training was 3. The mean total points, standard deviation, and

slope of the regression line were all very low: .20, .57, and .01,

respectively.

Figure 12 shows that onl; one score greater than zero otcurred in

training for the equilibriuil!relction (session 39). Total points for

the parachute reaction remained at zero across training sessions. Most

of the low variability noted among Charlie's postural reaction training

data in Figure.11 was found in the righting reaction data displayed in

Figure 12.

Probe data for the ATNR' were variable and no trend in the data was

evident for Charlie (see Figure 11). Only scores of 3+ (full reflex

posture, but not obligatory) were recorded and they ranged in frequency

from 2 to 10 per probe session. The variability of the reflex data did

not appear to related to the variability of the postural reaction data.

Rolling rotation measured as Charlie's motor pattern probe was

fairly stable (see Figure 11). All responses occurred at a frequency of

3 or less. Zero degrees - 22.5° rotation decreased, while 22.5° - 45°

dpd 900+ rotation increased slightly across baseline and training sessions.

[
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There was no obvious relationship between the postural reaction data and

the rolling motor-pattern-probes.

The Mann-Whitney Test was-not reported for Charlie in Table 5 for

the same reason it was not reported.for Janet (Subject 2); the result of

the test was distorted due to the lack of variance in the baseline data.

A chi-square with 1 degree of freedom and Yates' correction yielded a

test statistic of .72 that was not significant at the .05 level for a

.
two-tailed test; the probability of the scores greater than zero occurring

in the training condition was no better than chance.

Low correlation coefficients resulted from comparing postural

reaction training data to the ATNR probes and the rolling probes. Tau

was equal to .00 for the frequency of the 3+ ATNR probe (the only ATNR

level scored by Charlie), and tau ranged from -.06 to .31 across the

four rolling rotation scores (see Table 6).

A gradually decreasing baseline (m = -.08) with a mean of 6.27

characterized the postural reaction'data for Loretta (Subject 4) (see

Figure 11). Training data, in contrast, increased at a slope of 1.43

described by the regression line, and ranged from a score of 15 (session

84), to almost the total points possible with a score of 86 (session

103). The training conditiort mean total points was 51. Variability was

also greater during training (s.d. = 22.49) than in baseline (s.d.

3.41).

Figure 13 illustrates that Loretta's scores for the equilibrium

reaction were typically greater than zero during baseline and rose very

quickly in the training condition. Parachute and righting reactions

were predominantly at zero during the baseline condition and increased

120
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more gradually than the equilibrium reaction. All three postural reac-

tions, however, reached the level of total possible points or were very

tlose to it.
A

Scores from the ATNR probe were stable at3i. (full reflex posture,

but not obligatorA with a'frequency of 10 responses throughout baseline

and training (see-Figure 11). This stability did not show a relationship

to the increasing trend that occurred in the postural reaction' training

data. ,

Degrees rotation in'rolling changed slightly during the course of

4

the stwty (see Figure 11). Zero degrees - 22.5° rotation increased one

increment, and the greater amounts'of rotation, 22.5° - 45' and 45° -

900, each decreased. The overall degrees of rolling rotation was assessed

to be slightly less during training than during baseline.

As seen in Table 5, a z-score of 4.75, significant at the .05 level

with a two-tailed test, was calculated witra Mann-Whitney test comparing

the postural reaction baseline to training. Kendall's Tau could not *be

used to describe the relationship among the posturarigeaction training

data and the ATNR probes because there was no variance in the probe

'4

data. Likewi-se, tau was not derived fOr comparing postural reaction

training and 45° - 90° rolling rotation. Tau was equal 'to .82 and -.82

respectively for 00 - 22.5° rotation and 22.5° - 45° rotatioh (see Table

6).

Subject 5 (Kathy) and Subject 6 (Marilyn). In Figure 14, Kathy's

postural reaction baseline data remained less than 10 points (with a

mean of 1.75) and had a regression line with a .gradually decreasing

trend -.24). When training'began there was an immediate, but

slight increase in level and variability. The, mean (3.79) and standard

3 108
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deviation (3.01) of the postural reaction training condition were both

greater than the corresponding statistics for the baseline condition (R

= 1.75; s.d. = 2.01). Additionally, the negative slope of the regres-

sion line in baseline changed to a positive one in training, although it

still remained very slight (m =

Postural reaction data broken down into the three reactions'of

equilibrium, parachute, and righting are presented for Kathy in Figure

15. Equilibrium was stable at zero throughout baseline, and ihcreased

slightly in level and trend immediately when the training was intro-

duced. Total points decreased to near baseline level midway through

training (sessions 50 through 81), but the training condition finished

off with'an increasing trend (sessions 82 through 131). Total point'

for the parachute reaction were at zero throughout all sessions of

baseline and training. Righting reaction data accounted for all the

variability during the postural reaction baseline. Data followed a

decreasing trend during.the righting baseline and a slightly increasing

trend in the training condition.

Probes of the ATNR were consistent at ten 3+ responses ffull reflex

posture, but not obligatory) for each probe session (see Figure 14).
,

The complete lack of variability Jn reflex data did not correspond to

the variability of the posturalreaction data during the training con-

dition.

In Figure 14, longest head erect duration, cumulative duration, and

head lifts increased during training until session 100, after which all

three decreased. The increase followed by a decrease did not relate to

the trend of the postural.reaction data.
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AHMann-Whitney z-score'of -5.10 wat obtained for Kathy (see Table

5). Kathy's training condition was significantly different than baseline

at the .05 level for a two-tailed test. Kendall's Tau was not used to

correlate the ATNR probes with the postural reaction training data

because the-probe data-were without variance. Correlating_ head erect

with postural reaction training data, tau for cumulative duration was

equal to .52 and for head lifts tau was equal to .17.

Postural reaction data were at zero for Marilyn, except for sessions

18 and 21 (see Figure 14). The baseline trend was negative and minimal

(m .02). Training was very similar to the baseline condition with

three data points greater than zero and a regression line slope of

-.005.

Figure 16 indicates that all points scored in the postural reaction

data occurrg_ or the r ghting response. The highest score during

b ine was 6 poi s, d the highest score during training was 3

points.

ATNRoscores were highly variable ee Figure 14). Marilyn scored

several 1+ responses (increased tone, no hange in posture) up until

session 98, after which the 1+ score was abs The scores of

(partial reflex posture) and 3+ (full reflex posture, but not bbligat

occurred variably; 2+ ranged from a frequency of 1 to 5, and 3+ ranged

from 1 to 9. Variability in the reflex probes did not relate to the

relatively stable data of the postural reaction training condition.

Head erect behaviors were also variable throughout the study (see

Figure 14). All levels of responding were low, and head erect behaviors

frequently did not occur during the probe sessions. The longest cumu-

lative duration, of head erect was 44 seconds out of a possible 180
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seconds (session 107), and 7 was the largest number of head lifts recorded

during a 180-second probe (session 48).

Marilyn's z-score from the Mann4hitney Test was 5.68, significant

at the .05 level for a two-tatled test (see Table 5). For Kendall's

Rank-Order Correlation Coefficient (see Table 6), calculated to compare

postural reaction trainitig data o the ATNR probes, tau was equal to .15

for 3+, -.15 for 2+, and -.73 f r 1+. KendalP.s Tau was .39 for head

erect cumulative duration and .67 for head lifts.

Subject 7 (Matt). Post ral reaction baseline data were stable at a

mean of 14.25 fbr Matt (see Figure 17). During the training condition, ,

the variability vadually ncreased (s.d. = 5.22) as the trend rose (m =

.32). Mean total points for postural reactions during training was

19.23, slightly htgher Ilhad the baseline mean:

/

Figure 18 114ustrates that the baselines of the equilibrium and

parachute reactfons were both stable at zero.. Equilibrium scores remained

at zero throughout raining, whereas, parachute data increaed until

session 40, after Vhich it deCreased and eventually returned to zero

level. Righting reaction data were stable ,but somewhat vg'riable during

baseline with a mean of 14.25 and a standard deviation.of 2.26. The

data were stable following the initiation of treatment until session 38

when the trend began to rise somewhat sharply.

A 3+ score (full reflex posture, but not obligatory) at a frequency

of 10 responses was consistent throughout baseline and training for the

ATNR probe (see Figure 17). The stable probe did not relate to the

gradually increasing trend of the postural reaction training data.

Head erect data were variable and without an obvious trend through.;

out the study (see Figure 17). Cumulative duration reached 180 seconds
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(session 41) and the longest duration was 40 seconds (session 56). Head

turns were infrequent, and the greatest number of head lifts 'was 20

(session 41).

In comparing the baseline to the training condition for the postural

reactions, the Mann-Whitney z-score was -.99, not significant at the .05

level for a two-tailed test (see Table 5). ,Kendall's Tau was not used

to correlate the ATNR probes to postural reaction data because the probe

data were without variance. -.Tau for postural reactions and cumulative

duration of head erect was .60, and for head lifts was .22 (see Table

6).

Overall postural reaction results. Figure 19 displays the.postural

reaction baselineand training,data across'all seven subjects. All

baseline conditions were relatively stable with standard deviations

ranging from 0 (Charlie, Subject 3) to 3.41 (Loretta, Subject 4),

Baseline trends were either negative, or if positiVe, very slight with

regression line SlOpes no greater than .08 (Matt, Subject 7). Mean

total points were greater in the training condition than during baseline

for all subjects except Janet (Subject 2) and Marilyn (Subject 6).

Marilyn was the only subject with a negative trend for the regression

line fit to the postural reaction training data.

Sam (Subject 1) and Loretta (Subject 4) showed the Most marked

cOntrasts in comparing training to baseline (visually) e training

conditions of the remaining children (Janet, Subject Charlie, Subject

3; Kathy, Su6ject 5; Marilyn, Subject 6; and Mat Subject 7) were not

clearly.different from their baseline conditions. The Mann-Whitney

nonparametric analysis of variance test, however, yielded significant,
Jr

z-scores for four of the seven children, Sam (Subject 1), Loretta

(Subject 4), Kathy (Subject 5), and Marilyn (,$(11okioct 6) (see Table 6
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Group Data Analysis

The Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test (Bruning & Kintz, 1977; Conover,

1971) was run to compare the baseline and training conditions of the

postural reaction data across all seven subjects. Using the means as

the scores representing the baseline and,training conditions for each

subject', the test statistic T was equal to 2 and significant at4the .05

level for,a two tailed test. The Wilcoxon test was also run with the

slopes of Oe regression lines, and T was equal to 3. At the .05 level

for a two tailed test, 3 was not significant; however, it was significant

at the .104el.

Reliability Results

Interobserver reliability for all subjects for postural reactions

was quite high. Most disagreements occurred when-the reliability observer

(the investigator) was not positioned optimally and the view of one side

of the subject and trainer was partiaqy obscured. Without a clear

Discussion

frontal view, the observer occasionally missed the physical.prompt

(level 1) as it f011owed the cue (level 2). It was rarely difficult to

see when the child exhibited the target response at a particular level

of assistance, and no one specific postural reaction was any more difficult

to score and agree upon than another. The similar mean reliability

scores across measures and subjects for postural reactions supported

this conclusion.

Agreement for the ATNR measure overall was high. . It was fairly

low, however, for Martlyn (Subject 6). Marilyn demOnstrated the most

variability among the children in the reflex probe, and the constractures
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of iler left elbow and wrist contributed to the difficulty in scoring.

The teacher serving as Marilyn's trainer commented that she was reluctant

to score a response according to assessment procedures wftenthe observed

posture seemed to be more a function of the orthopedic condition of

Marilyn (i.e., her contractures and severe scoliosis) rather than what

she understood to be.the response associated with a tonic reflex.

Head erect probes were observed with 100% reliability for three of

the four children for which the behavior was measured. For two of those

three children with 100% reliability, the ease of reliability was due to

a very low level or absence of responding (Janet,. Subject 2; Marilyn,

Subject 6). Matt (Subject 7), the other child with perfect reliability,

sometimes had long durations of head erect behavior, but the frequency

of head lifts was low. Responses to be agreed upon., therefore, were ,

few. In contrast, the low reliability of head erect measurement for

Kathy (Subject 4) was related to a higher frequency of head lifts-and

very low cumulative duration of head erect. Kathy's head lifts were of

a low height, quick in succession, and it was difficult to determine

when her chin was or was not in contact with the surface of th'e mat.

Rolling rotation reliability was the lowest overall mean reliability

score, but it was well within the upper range of interboserver agreement

obtained in the reliability study in the development of the assessment

tool (Fritzshall & Noonan, Note 7).

Overall; interobserver reliability indicated that measurement and

data recording were not a problem in this study. Agreement on.all

measures was reasonable in relation to the behaviors recorded.

Performance Results

A visual' analysis suggested that the results for Loretta (Subject

4) and Sam (Subject 1) demonstrated a treatment effect of improved
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postural reactions, with particular clarity in Loretta's case. Although

the change in level and.trend in Sam'sAata were not as dramatic as in

- Loretta's, the effect was tmmediate. Additionally, the firtt three of

four data points in Sam's training data were clf-a higher 1.evel than any

of the data points in baseline.

Due to the developmenial nature of the postural reaction skills,

. one could reasonably extrapolate and extend the baseline trend through

at least several months prior to the collection of baseline data.

Essentially, the baseline data were representative of a long history

of behavior that was equivalent to, if not greater than, the duration of

the training condition. Interpreting baseline in this manner suggested

that Sam's training condition may have been of greater clinical-signifi-

cance than might be assumed at-first glance.

The conclusion of clinical significance was supported by the statis-

tical significance of the effect for.both children. It may be important

to note 't,hat both children showed obvious tmprovement across all three

postural reaCtions, whereas the other five children each had one or more

postural reactions in which they showed stable zero-level responding

throughout the entire training condition.

Kathy (Subject 5) and Marilyn (Subject 6) each had slight differences

in comparing baseline to training; differences that yielded statistical

significance, yet visually did not appear to be convincing.. During the

training condition, Kathy's data were eratic with an initial increase in

variability, followed by a period of decreased variability and,lower

level responding, and then followed again hy an increase in variability

and level of response. The lack of a consistent trend during training

made a weak case for suggesting that the lower level and variability of

baseline repretented a different set of responses than those during
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training. The statistical gignificance for Kathy and Marilyn's data may

be explained by the nature of the nonparametric analysis of vatiance

test that is based on the rank-order,of the data without'regard for the

actual magnitude of the scores.

Adopting the same rationale for extending Sam's (Subject 1) baseline

back over several months prior to training for Matt's baseline (Subject

7), the training effect was, perhaps, of more clinical importance than

it,f4rstappeared. It is.doubtful that the increased variability apparent

from Session 47 on would have been present in a longer baseline repre-

senting more of Matt's history. The effect is still weaker than that

seen in Sath (Subject 1) and Loretta (Subject 4) because the change in

Matt's behavior was not immediate. But, relative to the history repre-

sented by the baseline data, the lag of nine training sessiOns prior to

the change in the trend of the data may not have been a long enough lag

to discount a relationship between the change in behavior and the.treat-

ment variable. Furthermore, it was not surprising to see a lag before a

subsequent behavior change because a depressed rate of motor development

is characteristics of cerebral palsied, severely handicapped children. .

The immediacy of the effects observed in Sam (Subject 1) and Loretta

(Subject 4) were surprising to this investigator and possibly were

indicative of a sensitive measurement system.

Clinically, training had no effect for Janet (Subject 2), Charlie

(Subject 3), Kathy (Subject 5) and Marilyn (Subject 6). All four children

had near zero-level responding throughout the entire study.

One subject characteristic may.have been related to the results;

the most improvement occurred in'the two highest-level children, socially

and intellectually. Both of the children were quite severely physically



handicapped, tut they were the only two children who showed'evidenceof

purposeful and goal-directed motor behavior. These'behiviors did not

necessarily indicate that the cerebral palsy of these children was less

severe than of the other children, but moreiIely represented an inter-

action effect of social and intellectual behavior with motor behavior.

Two NDT studies, Scherzer, Mike, and Ilson (1976) and:Woods (1964), also

suggested that intelligence inay'be a related factor,:but Footh and Logan

(1963) found no relationship between IQ and improvement. No other

demographic characteristics seemed to be related to the results.

Only Sam (Subject 1) had a visually parent-trend in ATNR data

during the training condition with the refl x increasing in strength

from predominantly 2+ to 3+ icores. Interestingly, the correlation'

coefficients were relatively low. The reason for the Tow Stati,sticaT

association may have teenthatthe low and high.points within the vari-

ability of each set of data were not temporally synchronized.,

The stable ATNR responses of 3+ at a frequency of 10 for Janet

(Subject 2), Loretta (Subject 4), Kathy (Subject 5), and Matt (Subject

6) bore no discernable relationship to postural reactions because they

were without variance. The fact that "no change" occurred for both the

reflex and postural reaction data for Janet did not seem to indicate any

dependence between the behaviors. The "no change" in ATNR for the other

three children corresponded to a possible slight postural reaction'

training effect for Kathy, a moderate effect for Matt, and a strong

effect for Loretta.

Charlie (Subject 3) and Marilyn (Subject 6) each had a great amount

of variability in the reflex response. The only obvious interpretation

of the results for Charlie's ATNR is that there was no change in the
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behavfor, and the variability was unrelated to the low variability in

the postural reaction data of the training condition. Marilyn had the

greatest variability with unstable responses across the reflex scores as

well as the frequency of each score. Although the 1+ ATNR score was

correlated quite highly with the postural reaction data, the postural

reactions did not show ank clinically gnificant change, :so it is

difficult to consider the correlation to be very meaningful. °Additionally,

with as many.correlations as were calculated, it is not unlikely that

the one high ATNR correlation may have occurred simply by chance.

Motor probe findings were neither consistent within and across the

head erect and rolling probes, nor across time and in relation to the

postural reaction training data. Rolling rotation data trends were

unique for each child who received that motor pattern probe. The slight

increase in Sam's rotation was moderately related to the Ancrease in

postural reaction training data by visual analysis and win tau for

0°-22.5° rotation (tau.= -.73) and 45°-90° rotation (tau = .52). Charlie's

rolling data across sessions showed a slight increase in total degrees

rotation, but the changing trends of the rolling response did not relate

to the stability of the training data. Apparently, slight improvement

in rotation was not dependent upon improvement in postural reactions.

For Loretta's rolling data, the high correlations for 00-22.50 rotation

and 22.5°-45° rotation indicated that the amount of rotation decreased

as the postural reaction data increased. The high correlations should

be interpreted conservatively, however, because the coefficients may

have been inflated since only three scores went into the calculation of

each (i.e., the probability of three scores occurring in a ranked order
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from highest to lowest or lowest to highest is much greater than for a

sample of a larger nuMber).

Very little head erect data were actually collected because the

behaviors occurred at low levels for Janet (Subject 2), Kathy (Subject

5), and Marilyn (Subject 6). There wds no relationship among head erect

and postural reaction data to comment upon for Janet and Marilyn because

there were virtually no responses for either behavior, unless the absence

of responding in both cases was to be considered meaningful. Perhaps if -

a greater range in the amount of head erect responding had been covered

in this study, the absence of behavior would be interpretable. A moderately

high correlation among Marilyn's postural reactions and head lifts (tau

.67) may have reflected the temporal association of slight increases

in both of the behaviors. The correlation is interesting, but clinically

insignificant with such low-level behavior; Marilyn was barely responding

in either case.

Kathy's low level head erect behavior had identifiable trends.

Visually, the higher levels of head erect behaviors corresponded to the

higher levels and increased variability in the postural reaction data.

A tau equal to.52 for cumulative head erect duration moderately suppbrted

this analysis. The relationship was not particularly convincing, however,

because head erect behaviors decreased near the end of data collection,

but postural reaction scores did not. Matt (Subject 7) demonstrated

much more head erect behavior than the other three children, but visually

there were no trends evident in the data. Tau for the cumulative duration

data (:60) suggested that the behavior may have increased as the postural

reactions improved. It is unfortunate that it was not possible to

collect more data for Matt to see if this correlation would have continued.
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One study reviewed in the literature (Wright & Nicholson, 1973)

reported results of decreased tonic reflexes and improved head erect and

rolling behaviors as a result of NDT. Additionally, Norton (1975) found

positive changes in equilibrium, righting and complex behaviors, as did

Tyler and Kahn (1976) with righting and head control. 'These resUlts

were not replicated in the present study. No speculation can be made

explaining the discrepancy among results since measurement procedures

were not specified and .NOT was not operationalized.

Group results. Mean level responding for postural reactions was

significantly different for,training in comparison to baseline. Signi-

ficant results were not found in comparing the baseline and training.

conditions using the slopes of the regression lines, although the test

statistic was close to significance (p. 4.10). Statist,jcil significance
a

for means was not of obvious clincial significance. mh ranki-test was

not sensitive to the magnitude of the differences between baseline and

training conditions. But, the fact of statistical difference may have

prompted a second look at the postural reaction data across subjects.

Five of seven 'Subjects had higher means (however slight) during training

than in baseline. That was interesting and perhaps suggejspve that

those occasional responses in the predominantly zero-level training'data

indicated the very beginning of a training effect.

Summary of performance results. Postural reaction improvements

were-only clearly demonstrated by Sam (Subject 1) and Loretta (Subject

4), the two intellectually and socially highest-functioning children in

the study. Although two other children in addition to Sam and Loretta

(Kathy, Subject 5 and Marilyn, Subject 6) had statistically significant

results suggestive of a treatment effect, only Sam and Loretta's data
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were of clinical significance. ATNR and motçor p ttern probe data were

not clearly related to postural reactiOnda a. Individual relationships

noted were of little meaning due to the overall low level of the responses;

or they were not replicated with any other subject. Group results of

statistical signiticance between postural reaction baseline training '

means must be interpreted conservatively because the ranks test was not

sensithe to the magnitude of change, and clinical significanCe.was

slight.

MajorResearch Ruestions

Do potural reactions improve as a result of neurodevelopmental

training? Results did not indicate that postural reaction training, one

component of NDT was effective in improving those behaviors for all the

severely handicapped children in the study. Only two of the seven

children showed a clear change in behavior, however, the change did seem

to be directly related to the onset of the training condition. It was

not surprising that the other five children did not show improvement;

gains in behaviors across all performance domains have been extremely

slow for all of them. All five of these children had little, if any,

voluntary movement and were either extremely'hypotonic or hypertonic,

and two of them had joint contractures. It may be that for children so

severely handicapped, six manpirs of training for approximately 30 minutes

per day represented a relatively insignificant intervention. Postural

reactions mey indeed improve with training for some cerebral palsied

children, but it has not been shown effective for all children and it is

not known if a quantitative increase in the treatment variable would

yield improvements for a greater portion of those children'that receive

treatment.
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Do improvements in postural reactions correspond to a decrease in the

asymmetrical tonic neck reflex? The results for Sam (Subject 1) and

Loretta (Subject 4), the only two children who showed tnprovements in

postural reaction responses, indicated that the ATNR did not decrease in

relation to postural reaction improvement. Sam's ATNR increased and his

atypical relfex bedame stronger. Loretta's ATNR remained the same at a

high 3+ level even though she made dramatic gains in the postural reactions

during'training. These results suggested that learning postural reactions

may have been independent of the presence of the ATNR.

It is also possible that inferring the strength of the ATNR by

measuring its frequency and topography was not entirely valid. Both

Loretta and Sam had been observed to routinely "use" their-ATNR within

their voluntar4/ and goal-directed motor responses. A more functional

evaluation of the relationship of the topography of the ATNR to the

child's mOtor repertoire might have yielded different results.

Do improvements in postural reactions correspond to an increase in

head erect and rolling motor patterns that are not directly trained?

Loretta showed the most improvement in postur41 reaction responses, but

her rolling did not improve. The decrease in the greater degrees of

rotation and the increase in the lesser degrees of rotation suggested

that she was rolling with increasingly more spasticity; the quality of

rolling got worse. It may, be that rolling mobility was more easily

achieved if Loretta "used" her hypertonicity, a reasonable hypothesis

for a child who was generally quite hypotonic.

Sam did tnprove slightly in rolling rotation as postural reactions

improved. The dependent relationship is questionable, however, because

Charlie (Subject 3) also showed slight improvement in rolling rotation,

but/his postural reactions did not improve.
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The data for evaluating this question are limited because only two

children showed improvement in postural reactions. Rolling rotation

data for Sam and Loretta did not support a relationship between rolling

and postural reactions. Head erect data cannot be used to discuss this

question because the data showed very little change within subjects, and

postural reactions improved only slightly or not at all.

Secondary Purposes of Study

Operationalization of therapy as a treatment variable. Levels of

asystance training was a reasonable operationalization of NOT facilita-

tion because it resembled descriptions of NDT in the literature as

guidance and assistance to perfonm a response (cf. Bobath, K. & Bobath,

B., 1954) and was easily standardized as a procedure. The literature

has also described facilitation as providing stimulus situations in

which the target response would be expected (cf. Bobath, B., 1955).

This definition was the operationalized baseline condition. In effect,

the study was a comparison of two facilitation treatment conditions

across subjects. The repeated measurement in the baselines indicated

that simply providing the opportunity for the response was not an effec-

tive treatment. A third, more complex discription of facilitation was

also found in the NDT literature (cf. Bobath, K. & Bobath, B., 1976).

Facilitation of postural reactions was describe& to be contingent on the

child's responses in such a manner that it would require subjective

judgements by the trainer throughout each session, and could be dvery

%different treatment across sessions and across children. Using this

third description of NDT would have made it very difficult to evaluate

the results of a study in any meaningful way.



Kazdin and Wi'lson (1978) pointed Out that operationalizing a thera-

peutic treatment is actually an analogue study, since it only resembles

the clinical treatment being investigated. While it is recognized that

an analogue study's results may, therefore, be of morilimited,generalii

zability, operationalization of a treatment is critical if its efficacy

is to be evaluated. Ps explained by Kazdin and Wilson,

An "analogue" study usually focuses upon a carefully defined
research question under well-controlled conditions. The pur-

pose ofthe investigation is to illuminate a particular pro-
cess or to study an intervention that may be of importance
in actual treatment. (p. 159)

Application of single subject research design. Multiple baseline

design was.appropriate to the study and the research questions. It

allowed for an analysis of individual child behavior_and clinical signifi-

cance of the results for each child add in relation td-the statistical

significance of one of the two group tests.

The developmental nature of postural reactions could have rational-

ized a multiple probe design (Horner & Baer, 1978) in lieu of.the long

baselines of the traditional multiple baseline design. Extensive repeated

measurement throughout baseline was opted for instead to guard against

the hypothesis of reactivity from repeated measurement. Loretta's

(Subject 4) improvement in postural reactions at the point when treatment

was initiated, and subsequent to a decreasing baseline trend, was a good

example of results that did not appear to have been confounded by a

testing effect.

The quantity of data and the close look at each

afforded by the single subject design enhanced the ove

of this study in the evaluation of NDT.

a

ld's behavior

contribution
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Application of quantitiiive sensory/motor measurement. In reveiw-

ing the literature, it became apparent'that there was a need to measure

precisely "how much" improvement xcurred in,the child's motor skills as

kresult of training. Previous studies have simply reported "improve-

'bents" of a particular behavior (i.e.; head erect or walking) (cf. Kong,

1966; Wright & Nicholson, 1973). Other studies used developmental

checklists that were most often unpublished, probably nonstandardized,

and were unlikely to be sensitive enough to detect changes vithin a

motor skill (cf. Crosland; 1951; Ingram, Withers, & $peltz; 1057). The

quantitative assessment*procedures used in this study (Fostiage,.Note 4;

.Rues, Note 5; Dayi Lehr, Note 6; and Fritzshall & Noonan, Note 7)

provided a precise description of the amount of change for head erect

and rolling and"was sehsitiye to changes within each skill.

Limitations' 4nd Implications'

Two measurement liinitations were noted by the investigator in the

course of data collection. First, the lack of opportunities to score

l's,and 2's during baseline may have deflated the baseline level and

inflated the apparent difference between the baseline and treatment

conditions. To allow for scores of l's and 2's during baseline, however,

would have been to provide training. If measurement was only-taken at

the independent response level, much of acquisition would not have been

evident in the data. It seems that the limitation is,inherent if the

data collected describe the level of assistance required in training.

The,second measurement limitation is related to the first. In

observing the'children's responses throughout the study, it was noted

that they frequently aPproximated a response, and sometimes did so at

the independent level of assistance. The data recording procedures were
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not sensitive to these responses, but instead, recorded "teacher-behavior"

required for the child to retpond as the target behaviors had been

operationalized. It might have been.more useful to have monitored the

effects of levels of assistance training by coding critical dimensions

of the children's. responses at the independent level of assistance. For

example, acquisition of equilibrium may-have been followed by coding the

position of the arm (flexed or extended), the position of the hand in

relation to the floor (palm up or palm down), and whether the handowas

fisted or open, as the cfitical dimensions of the response. A master's

thesis is currently being conducted to compare the sensitivity of levels

of assistance measurement and- behavior coding in levels of assistance

training (Phillips, Note a. If coding the critical dimensions of the

behavior was as sensitive or more sensitive than noting the level of

assistance required,'A more accurate measure of baseline behavior may

have been obtained.

Operationalizing facilitation of NDT for postural reactions as

described in this study may not represent "NDT" as used by some inter-

ventionists. Social validation with therapists and teachers who have

taken the NbT training course and/or claim to use NDT routinely in their

intervention procedures should be undertaken in future research of this

type.

It might not have been reasonable to expect NDT limited to postural

reaction training 6 affect ATNR or motor pattern responses. This study

should be viewed as the first step in a a constructive treatment strategy

(McFall & Marston, 1970), and the ATNR and motor pattern responses

should be monitored as additional components of NDT are added to the

treatment package in the validation process. A parametric treatment

1
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strategy (Kazdin' Ailson, 1978) would also be a logical follow-up to

this study. An tncrease in the quantity of the treatment component

could yield clinidally significant results across more children.

Future research, th.0; should focus on a single subject design

which allows for some evaluation of subject characteristics as theY

relate to the training effect. The measurement component should be

sensitive to levels of skill acquisition, but independent of the training

strategy. And finally, fdture research should build on this initial

study following either a constructive treatment strategy or parametric

treatment strategy.
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AN APPLICATION STUDY:
The Effects of Vestibular Stimulation
and Social Reinforcement on Speech

and Motor Behaviors in Multiply
Handicapped Preschoolers'

by )
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and

Jane P. Rues

1The procedures and data reported in this study were taken from a Master's

Thesis by Debra D. Cook that was ,gubmitted to the Department of Special

Education, University of Kansas, in March, 1982.
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Introduction

The role of the vestibular system in the acquisition of motor, and

more recently, speech behavior has been the subject of a number of

current investigations. Literature on the influence this system exerts

on the developing organism is summarized in order to provide a basis for

understanding the pervasive implications of vestibular dysfunction on

development. Research on intervention is reviewed to develop a rationale

for the application and selection of vestibular stimulating activities

as a therapeutic technique to be employed with severely/multiply,handi-

capped children with speech and motor delays.

The purpose of this investigation was to study the effect of vestibular

stimulation and social reinforcement as an intervention for decreased

head erect behaviors and rates of vocalizations in multiply handicapped

preschoolers. The intent was to quantify the effects of this intervention

across behaviors and stude ts.

Method

Subjects

Three multiply handicapped preschool aged children participated in

the study for a period of fifteen weeks. The children attended the

Multiply Handicapped alassroom in the Children's Rehabilitation Unit/

University Affiliated Facility at the University of Kansas Medical

Center. Each of the children were involved in motor and speech programs

in the classroom with varying degrees of success. They were selected

for participation in the study based on their delays in motor development

(particularly head control), and low rates of vocalizations.
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An authorization and release form were signed by each subject's ,

parent prior to the study.

Subject 1. Randy was a 3hi year old boy with spastic cerebral

palsied quadriplegia. Tone fluctuated from moderate to severe hyper-

tOnicity. He rolled with assistance and required trunk support in the

sitting position. Randy characteristically demonstrated decreased head

control in prone, supported sitting, and siported standing positions.

The rate of vocalizations were low, and w Aa typically elicited from

periods of excitement, contentment or frustration. Vocalizations were

not considered to be under stimulus control.

SUbject 2. Justin was a 4 year old boy with spastic quadriplegia

and microcephaly. Tone fluctuated from mild to moderate hypertonicity.

He rolled with assistance and required trunk support in the sitting

position. Head control was diminished in prone, supported sitting, and

supported standing positions. Justin's rate of vocalizations were

highest when he was fussing and in situations where maximum auditory,

visual; and tactile stimulation were given on a one-to-one basis.

Vocalizations were not considered to be under stimulus control.

Subject 3. Heather was a 5 year old girl with athetoid cerebral
u

palsied quadriplegia. Tone fluctuated from hypotonicity to moderate

hypertonicity. She rolled indepehdently and sat unsupported using

extended arm props for short periods. Minimal to moderate assistance

was required when moving from a lying to sitting position. Head control

was inconsistent in the prone, independent sitting and supported standing

positions. The rate of vocalizations varied with Heather's mood.

Vocalizations for a "yes" response were under stimulus control.
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Setting

All three children were observed in a large, well lit, carpeted

room located across the hall from the classroom the

Observation windows were available.

Materials and gquipment

Two data sheets were required. One data sheet was used to record

head-erect behavior, and the other was Used to record the coded vocali-

,A

zations. Three itopwatches were required. Two watches recorded cumu-

lative duration of head erect for each of the two observers, and the

other watch was used to record the total "duration of the measurement

period. A tape recorder was used to record vocalizations made by the

children.

The two apparatuses employed to provide the vestibular stimulation

included a 24-inch gymnastic all and a net hammock suspended from the

ceiling. A plastic, pre.-molded. Tumbleforms seat, manufactured by the

Preston Company, held the child in a comfortable sitting positt3n while

in the hammOck. The chair wai equipped with a safety belt, i h pro-

vided additional security for the child while in the chair.

A pair, of sandbags or an assitant were typically used to stabilize

the subject in the prone position to prevent rolling.

Selected toys and the observers' verbal and facial expressions were

used to encourage head erect behavior during the measurement period.

Experimental Procedure

IA reversal design across subjects was employed to compare the

effects-of social reinforcement to vestibular stimulation and social

reinforcement. The following behaviors were measured across all condi-

tions: cumulative duration of head erect, frequency of head lifts, and

frequency of vocalizations.

children attended.
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Intervention

Social reinforcement. Social reinforcement in the form of verbal

and gestural encouragement was present across all conditions, with the

exception of-the two conditions where the"social reinforcement was

withdrawn. Across baseTine conditions, the children Mere placed in the

same situations and poiitions employed in the intervention phases but

vestibular stimulation was not vided. The duration for each activity

ma's held constant across conditions. They were placed on the ball and

in the'swing, handledl, and given verbal and physical inteeaction,tbut no

movement was prbvided.

Vestibular stimulation and social reinforcement. This intervention

procedure consisted of a sequence of rocking and spinning movements that

was performed on the ball and in the hammock while the subject was in a

sitting and sidelying position.

The upright and sjdelying positions were chosen in he design of

the intervention procddure to promote maximuM facilitation of the vesti-

bulae Mechanism. the upright and sidelying positionpof the head enabled

more efficient stimulation of the horizontal, posterior and anterior

semicircular canals. Approximately 100 seconds of vestibular stimulation

were given during this procedure. Following the vestibular stimulating

activities the child was positioned comfortably on the floor for a 3-

minute rest period. Social reinforcement was provided throughout each

session for any vocalizations made by the child. After the rest period,

the child was placed in the prone position and head erect behavior was '

measured. Social reinforcement was again given but directed at head

lifts rather than vocalizations.
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Response Definitions

Head erect behaviors. The following aspects of head erect in the

-prone position were the target behaviors of data collection: frequency

of head lifts and cumulative duration of head erect. These behaviOrs

were observed following the intervention sequen6e while the subject was .

jnaintained in thei prone position.

Head lift. The head was nsidered to be in the erect position

when no'part of the head or neck (ch'n to clavicle) was touching or

resting on the floor Or the i drens arms.

Each session consisted of one trial, 3 minutes in length. This

trial was conducted at the end of each session across all conditions.

During the 3 ndnute session, the frequency of head lifts and cumulative

duration of head erect were simultaneously recor4ed on the data sheet.

Specificl)tions of the position of the subject and observers and the

sequence for observation for head erect are described in Volume I:

Assessnient Procedures for Developmental Milestones and Volume III:

Replication ethe Procedures.

. Vocalization behaviors. The target behaviors were any vocalizations

made by the child during the data collection period. The data collection

of speech behaviors were made by tape recording during the time allotted

for the intervention sequenre and a three minute, rest period that followed.

The code developed by Mavilya (Note I) was utilized in the deter-

mination of speech and non-speech sounds. Nonspeech sounds were listed

as a chuckle laugh, cry, outcry, grunt, struggle grunt, whimper, sputter,

sneeze, snort, smack suck, yawn, sigh, cough, coo, hum, hiccough or

throaty sounds. All other utterances were regarded as speech.
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Vocalizations were recorded on cassette tapes and marked for date'

and name of _child. The tapes were later played by the observer. A data

sheet was used to record and total speech and nonspeech sounds for each

child in each session. Haih marks (/) were used to record frequency of

vocalizations.

-Measurement

PaSt investigators dgveloped (Foshage, Note 2) and replicated

(Collier, Note 3) a procedure for measuring head erect behavior in

multiply handicapped children. This procedure was later revised (Rues,

Note 4) for use on a nonhandicapped population.

A procedure for measuring infants' vocalizations was developed by

litavilya (Note 1) and was then utilized for longitudinal observations of

Individual infants' vocalizations by Maskarinec, Cairnes, Butterfield

and Weamer (Note,5). This study utilized Mavilya's code for different-

iattng between speech and-nonspeech sounds.

Measures of Reliability

Observers were trained to a minimum criterion of 80% agreement with

the experimenter prior to conducting reliability checks for the speech

and motor behaviors. A physical therapist, occupational therapist, and

secretary were utilized for reliability measures with the Mbtor behaviors.

A physical therapist and secretary conducted reliability checks on the

'speech behaviors.

Reliability was computed by using the following formula:

number of agreements
X 100.

number of agreements and.disagreements

The reliability totals for each child ana each session were added,

then divided by the total number of sessions to yield the average reli-
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ability ffgure. Reliability measures were taken from tape recordings of

each child's vocalizations and direct observation of head erect behaviors.

Reliability measures were computed on 81% of the sessions across subjects

for head- erect behaviors, and 28% of the sessions for vocalization

behaviors.

Experimental Design

In order to more clearly pare the effects of the vestibular

stimulation and social reinforcement upon motor and speech behaviors, a

reversal design across subjects was utilized. The reversal design

allowed contrasting analysis across the various conditions.

Sequence of Conditions

The following sequence of conditions was followed: paseline with

social reinforcement, vestibular stimulation and social reinforcement,

sociaf reinforcement, with continued alternation for a total of 6 condi-

tions. The social reinforcement was then withdrawn from both conditions.

The procedure for the social reinforcement and the vestibular stimulation

with social reinforcement was re-instituted. Each condition lasted

approximately one week, with the exception of the initial baseline

social reinforcement condition, which lasted approximately 4 weeks. The

sequence of conditions were arranged in.an ABABACC manner.

Follow-Up

One month after the completion of the study the subjects were

involved in a one week follow-up, during which social reinforcement was

used-. The follow-up observations were conducted to assess maintenance

over time.



Results

Measures of Interobserver Reliability

Tables 1 and 2 present interobserver reliability data for the

behavior descriptors for head erect in the prone poiition and vocaliza-

tions for individual subjects and Across subjects.

Interobserver reliability for head erect descriptors in the prone

position across all behavior descriptors and all subjects ranged from

50%-100%. Row mean reliability.for head erect behavior descriptors

ranged frOm 90%-95%, and the grand mean reliability was 92% (see Table

1). Interobserver reliability for vocalizations across all subjects

ranged from 82%-100%. The mean reliability of vocalizations for ill

sessions across all subjects ranged from 94% to 96%, and the grand mean

reliability was 93% (see Table 2).

Performance Measures

The subjects were considered individually for presentation of

performance data in Figures 1-6. Figures 1-3 present performance data

on'the frequency of head lifts and cumulative duration of head erect.

Figures 4-6 present performance data on the frequency of vocalizations.

Subject 1 (Randy)

Frequency and cumulative duration of head erect. Figure 1 presents

performance data on the frequency of head lifts and cumulative duration

of head erect behaviors across conditions for Subject 1. Best fit lines

Computed for the initial baseline condition indicated a descending trend

in frequency of head lifts and a slight ascending trend (i.e., from 22

to 26), in cumulative duration of head erect. Variability in successive

data points during baseline was evidenced as head lifts ranged between 3

and 26 and cumulative duration ranged between 60 and 170 seconds.
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Table 1

Interobserver ReliabilitY Across Behavior Descriptors

for Head Erect in the Prone Position for IndiVidual

Subjects and Across Subjects

Rel iabi tv 'for al 1 sessions _per subject

Behavior
Des cri ptors Randy Justin

Head 1 i fts 89 92

Cumulative
duration

c) 97 96

Column mean
reliability 93 94

Row Mean
Heaher Reliability

60 90

93 95

91 Grand mean
reliability

92
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Table 2

Interobserver Reliability for Vocalizations-

for Individual SubjeCts and Across Subjects

Reliability for all sessions per subject

Grand Mean
Randy Jus.tin Heather Reliability

Vocalizations 96 91 94 93
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Generally this variability also reflected an inverse relationship between

frequency end cumulative duration, i.e., if frequency was high, cumulative

duration of head erect was low.

An analysis of the data across the next five conditions in which

vestibular stimulation and social reinforcement were alternated with

social reinforcement (or baseline conditions) demonstrated A decrease in

the variability of frequency of head lifts. Although there was a decrease

across all conditions, the range was smaller during intervention than

baseline conditions. After the intial'intervention condition, g,umulative

duration of head erect remained uniformly high.

The withdrawal of social reinforcement represented a new condition

in the study. Social reinforcement was withdrawn first from the baseline

condition with no appreciable effect on either frequency or cumulative

duration of head erect observed. During the following week vestibular

stimulation was re-introduced and an increase in frequency of head lifts

and decrease in cumulative duration occurred. A return to baseline

resulted in a reversal of this trend, i.e., frequency decreased as

cumulative duration increased. This trend was maintained during the

subsequent intervention condition.

One month 'after the completion of the study, a follow up observation

was conducted employing baseline conditions. Results from the follow up

demonstrated that frequency of head lifts'remained low and stable and

cumulative duration of head erect remained hi,gh and stable.

Frequency of vocalizations. Figure"2 presents performance data on

the frequency of vocalizations across conditions. Best fit lines computed

for the initial baseline condition indicated a decreasing trend in the

frequency of vocalizations. The variability of data points during

baseline was evidenced as vocalizations ranged from 8 to 35.
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se.

Data analysis across the next,five conditions in which vestibular

stimulation and Acial reinforcement were alternated with social reinforce-

ment (or baseline conditions) demonstrated a continued variability in

frequency of vocalizations. The range was greater during intervention

than baseline conditions.

The withdrawal of social reinforcement from the baseline condition

demonstrated a significant decrease in the frequency of vOcalizations,

with little variability in the data range. Reintroduction of the vesti-

bular stimulation the following week yielded a slight inCrease in vocali-

zations, although the range was generally lower. A return to baseline

condition resulted in wide variability in the Irequency of vocalizations,

with a general increased trend. This increasing trend was maintained in

the subsequent intervention Condition, with less variability and increased

frequency in vocalizations.

The baseline probe conducted one month following the completion of

the study demonstrated a similar trend evidenced in the previous return

to baseline condition, i.e., variability in vocalization frequencies,

with a general increased trend.

Subject 2 ()ustin)

Frequency and cumulative duration of head erect. Figure 3 presents

per ance data on the frequency of head lifts and cumulative duration
4

of he d erect behavior across conditions for Subject 2. Best fit lines

computed for the initial baseline condition indicated slight ascending

trends in the frequency of head lifts and.cumulative duration of head

erect. Variability in successive data points during baseline was evidenced

as head lifts ranged from 3 to 26 and cumulative duration ranged between

38 and 167 seconds. Generally this variability also reflected an inverse
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relationship between frequency and cumulative duration, i.e., if cumula-

tive duration of head erect was low, frequency of head erect was high.

Data analysis across the next five conditions demonstrated a decrease

in variability and frequency of head lifts during all three intervention

conditions (i.e., range 5 to 10). This was associated with an increasing

trend in cumulative duration of head erect during the first two-intervention

conditions and a decreasing trend,in the third intervention condition.

. Alternately, a return to baseline condition resulted in an initial

increae in frequency of head lifth and a marked,decrease in cumulative

duration. Although this trend is reversed on subsequent data points
.)

within each condition, cumulat ve duration during baseline Conditions

was lower than intervention conditions.

The withdrawal of sOcial reinforcement from the baseline condition

yielded a marked increase in frequency of head lifts which was associated

with an increased trend in cumulative duration. During the .following

.week when Vestibular stimulation was re-introduced, both the cumulative

duration of head erect and the frequency.of head lifts decreased. A

.return to baseline resUlted ih an initial increase in cumulative duration

followed by a decreasing trend; this was associated with a relatively

low stable level of frequency of head erect, In the subsequent interven-

tion condition, an inverse relationship was evidenced as cumulative

duration of head erect increased and frequency of head lifts decreased.

The follow up observation employing baseline conditions one month

after the completion of the study demonstrated again an inverse relation-

ship between head erect and cumulative duration. The frequency of head

lifts increased, while cumulative_duration of head erect decreased.
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Frequency of nations. Figure 4 presents performance data on

the frequn y of vocalizations across conditions. Best fit lines computed

for the initial baseline cOndition indicated A slight decreasing trend

in the frequency of vocalizations. Wide variability was evidenced

durin eline as vocalizations ranged from 32 to 111.

Daâ analysis across the next five cohditiort demonstrated continued

variability. Data collected from the initial intervention condition

efledted similaravari&bility in range as was evident in the previous

baseline condition. A marked decrease in vocalizations followed in the

subsequent baseline condttion. An initial increali in the next interven-

tion condition was noted,.followed by a, reduction which was maintained:

A-continued decline was evident in the subsequent return to baseline

condition. The following intervention condition reflected a, marked

increase in frequency, which later fell_and stablized. Data comparison

across all conditions illustrated that frequency of vocalizations were

typically higher during intervention conditions than during baseline

conditions.

The withdrawal of social reinforcement from the baseTine condition,

produced an irittially-sharp decrease in frequency of vocalizations, with

subsequent increase. Re-introduction of the vestibular stimulation
.

condition the following week demonstra ed a decreasing trend. A return

to baseline condition demonstrated variability with a range of 14-58

vocalizations. A sharp increase characterized the next intervention

condition, which ler fell with the same frequency as it had increased.

The folloW Llobservation conducted one month following the comple-

d-

tion of the s.tvdy demonstrated an initial decrease in frequency, followed

bx an increased tren0.
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Subject 3 (Heather)

Frequency and cumulative duration of head erect. Figure 5 presents

performance data on the frequency of head lifts and dumulative duration

of head,'drect behavior across conditions for Heather. Best fit lines -

computed for the initial baseline condition indicated a descending trend

for frequency of head lifts and an increasing trend for cumulative

duration of head erect. Variability of successive data points for both

measures decreased over time.

Data analysis across the next five conditions demonstrated a general

increase in the cumulative duration of head erect. Variability in

cumulative duration and frequency of head lifts was observed more consis-

tently in the interventions, rather than the baseline conditions.

The withdrawal of social reinforcement represented an increase in

the frequency of head_ 1,i.fs and a marked decrease in cumulative duration

f head erect. ,During the following week, re-introduction of vestibular

stimulation yielded decreled stabld levels of cumulative duration of

head erect, and variability in the frequency of head lifts (i.e., a

slight increase trend followed by a marked decrease in frequency). A

return to baseline resulted in a marked increased trend in timulative"

duration with a moderate'stable level of frequency of head lifts. An

inverse relationship with increased cumulative duration and decreased

frequency of head lifts was evident in the subsequent intervention

condition,

The follow up observation conducted one month following the study

resulted in an initial decrease in cumulative duration, followed by an

increasing trend. Frequency of head lifts were maintained at moderate

levels with little variability in range.
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Frequency of vocalizations. Figure 6 presents performance data on

the frequency of vocalizations across conditions. Best fit lines computed

for the initial baseline condition indicated a slight increased trInd in

the frequency of vocatizations. Moderate variability of data pOints

during baseline was evidenced as vocilizatiops ranged from 11 to 40.

Data analysis across the next five conditions demonstrated a similar

range and variability as was observed in the initial baseline condition.

The withdrawal of social reinforcement from the baseline condition

demonstrated an initial sharp decrease in the frequency of vocalizations.

Re-introduction of the vestibular,_stimulation yielded a variable trend

with a range of 25 to 42. A return to baseline condition'resulted in an

initial increase, followed by a decrease in frequency of vocalizations.

The subsequent intervention condition demonstrated an increasing trend.

The follow up observation conducted one month after the study

resulted in low levels of vocalizations. Range was decreased in contrast

to the previous conditions.

Discussion

T "s research studied the effects of vestibular stimulation and

C1soci reinforcement ulion head erect and vocalization behaviors in

pre chool aged multiply handicapped children. Initially, a multiple

bas ine design was employed, but was subsequently changed due to vari-

able ba eline conditions, and data which reflected acquisition of the

behavior during the baseline (social reinforcement) condition. An alter-

nating treatment design replaced the initial multiple baseline design.

This design was selected to allow for the comparison of the effect'i of

the alternating conditions and allowed the study to proceed without a
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stable baseline. The overall performance of the subjects across behaviors

and conditions dictated the final stwAy arrangement, which was a reversal

design. The reversal design more accurately compared the effects of

social reinforcement of vestibular stimulation and s cial reinforcement

0,

than did the previously described designs.

Performance Data

The performance data are discussed across behaviors and conditions

for all subjects. The effects of the various conditions on the inter=--`-,_

action between frequency of head lifts and cumulative duration of head

erect are conOdered as are the effects on vocalizations.

'Frequency of head lifts and cumulative duration of head erect.

Performance data for cumulative duration of head erect increased across

subjects during the initial baseline (or social reinforcement) condition.

Heather and Randy demonstrated a decrease in the frequency of head

/
lifts, while Justin's frequency slightly increased during that time.

The subsequent conditions, in which vestibular stiMulation and

social reinforcement were alternated with social reinforcement (or

baseline conditions), yielded differential effects across subjects.

(-----Rlndy demonstrated uniformly high levels of cumulative duration across

conditions with lower levels of head lifts during conditions of vesti-

bular stimulation and social reinforcement. Analysis of Justin's data

indiciited increased cumulative duration and decreased frequency of head

lifts in conditions Where vestibular stimulation and social reinforcement

were combined. Heather displayed increased levels of cumulative duration

across conditions, with lower more stable levels of head lifts evident

in conditions of social reinforcement.
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The following conditions in which social reinforcement and vesti-

bular stimulation were withdrawn demonstrated a decrease in Randy's

cumulative duration of head erect and slight increase in frequency of

head li ts during the second week of the condition. Data points began

to taper off for both behaviors at the end of the withdrawal condition,

suggesting a possible cumulative effect from the absence of the social

reinforcement for two weeks. Justin's marked increase in frequency of

head lifts and cumulative duration of head erect during the first week

of the condition where social reinforcement and vestibular stimulation

were withdrawn, were followed by a paralleled, decreased trend the

second week. The absencetof both paired and singular stimuli yielded

the decreaSein frequency of head lifts and cumulative,duration of head

erect. Vestibular stimulation alone was not sufficient to maintain

previous levels of head erect for two weeks without social reinforcement.

Heather appeared most affected by the removal of social reinforcement,

which was demonstrated by a decrease in cumUlative duration and an

increase in frequency of head lifts over both weeks.

. A return to ba'seline (or social reinforcement) condition resulted

in generally decreased levels of head lifts and general inci.easing

levels of.cumulative duration of head erect across subjects. Inverse

and maintained trends were observed in the subsequent condition of

vestibular stitulation,and social reinforcement for all three subjects.

These trends were characterized by an increase in cumulative duration of

head erect'and a decrease in frequency of headlifts.

The follow up observation conducted one month after the completion

of the study demonstrated variable responses across subjects. Maintained

levels of cumulative duration and frequency of head lifts was evident in
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Randy's data. An inverse relationship, i.e. , decreised cumulative

duration and increased hed lifts, was observed in Justin's data points.

This trend Was typically evident when social reinforcement and vesti-

bular stimulation were not paired. The presence of social reinforcement

appeared sufficient to maintain levels of increased cumulative duration

and low levels of head lifts for Heather.

Frequency of vocalizations. Performance data for frequency of

vocalizations across subjects for the initial baseline (or social rein-

forcement) condition demonstratedodecreasing trends for Randy and Justin

.and a "slight increasing trend for Heather.- Fluctuation between successive

data points was particularly evident in Justin's data.

Comparison of performance data across the following denditions in

which social reinforcement was alternated with vestibul r stimulation

and social reinforcement demonstrated a trend to b seline condi-

tions for Heather. Conditions which paired social reinforcement and

vestibular stimulation yielded higher levels of vocalizations for Justin,

than in those conditions where only .social reinforcement was present.

Generally Randy's frequency of vocalizations were higher during the

conditions in which vestibular stimulation and social reinforcement were

paired; the combined stimuli appeared to be a more powerful intervention

for increasing frequency of vocalizations.

The following conditions in which social reinforcement and vestibular

stimulation were withdrawn produced a decrease in Randy's vocalizations.

Justin and Heather's data demonstrated a similar response to the withdrawal

of vestibular stimulation and social reinforcement, i.e., a marked

decrease followed by an increase in frequency. The withdrawal of social

reinforcement and the vestibular stimulation exerted influence across
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all three sub"ects, with Randy demonstrating the least ability to recover

in terms of increasing his level of vocalizations. The following week
;

when vestibular'stimulat:toh<Was presented and the social reinforcement

omitted, Randy demonstrated low levels of vocalizations with little

variability. Vestibular stimulation alone was not sufficient to increase

Randy's level of vocalizations. A similar trend was evident in Justin's

and Heather's data. Both demonstrated decreased trends of vocalizations.

In the subsequent condition, i.e., social reinforcement, Heather's

vocalization rate was initially increased over the"previous condition,

yet that increase wag not maintained. The following week when vestibular

stimulation and social reinforcement were paired, Heather's rate increased.
a

Generally, the pairing of vestibular stimulati and social reinforcement

appeared to be a more effective intervention in increasing Heather's

rate of vocalizations. The presence of social reinforcement alone was

not sufficient to produce and maintain an increase in Justin's level of

yocalizations. The Oesentation of vestibular stimulation and social

,

reinforcement the following w
e

k resulted in a marked increase in Justin'slc ,
,

level of vocalizations, for 2 o the 3 sessions. Randy responded to the

presentation of social reinforcement with an initial decrease, then

maintained an increase in lexels of vocalizations. Presentations of

vectibular stimulation and social reinforcement the following week

resulted'in a continued increase in levels of v calizations.

The followup observation conducted one mon h after the completion

of the study where social reinforcement.was pres nt showed a general

increased trend of vocalizations across all three subjeCts. The level

of vocalizations in this condition was compatible to previous levels

obtained during baseline or social reinforcement a/Cross subjects.
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Generally increased leve.i-eof vocalizations were evident across subjects

in conditions that paired vestibular'stimulation and sclial reinforcement.
,

Arm Positions ) j --1
1

Oata on de fre9uency and topography of arm positions was collected

J

acigoss.subjects and conditions during this study in an attempt to-study

potential covariations in head erect behavior-and upper extremity weight

bearing. 4These data were not included in the text edue to difficulties

encountered. in interpreting the findings. Distinct trends in arm posi-

tions 4e noted across subjects, which appeared to be correlated with

the tilbject's tone and movement disorder. Rues (Note 4) hypothesized

that the arm position code may provide.an early quantitative different-

iation between different types of handicapping conditions. Heather, who

presented with fluctuating tone and athetoid moveMents, typically demon-

strated increased frequency,and topography of arm positions. Randy's

and Justin's, both spastic quadriparetics, topography and frequency were

less variable.

Summary

The differential effects of the various conditions across subjects

and behaviors were summarized. Randy's initial data ind cated that the

frequency of head lifts was lower during social reinforcement and vesti-

bular stimulation. Cumulative duration was uniformly high across condi-

tions. The withdrawal of social reinforcement had the least effect on

this subject. Por this youngster the presence of the examiner appeared

to be highly reinforcing; thus physical proximity may have counterbalanced

the withdrawal of verbal and gestural reinforcement. Randy's frequency

of vocalizations were generally positively influenced by those conditions

where vestibular stimulation and social reinforcement were paired. The



absence of both the conditions significantly depressed his levels 'of

vocalization. Justin's cumulative duration and frequency of head lifts

0

were most favorably influenced by those conditions where vestibular

stimulation and social reinforcement were paired. His frequency of

vocalizations were also increased during these same conditions. The

absence of both conditions resulted in a decrease in vocalizations.

Heather's performance data for cumulative duration of head ercct and

/-

frequency of head lifts were most favorably% influenced by social rein-

forcement. Marked decrease in both behaviors were observed when social

reinforcement was withdrawn. Social reinforcement did not exert the

saMe infldence over her vocalizations, as frequency of vocalizations

were geneily higher-during conditions which paired vestibular stimula-

tion and soctal hinforcement.

Limitations of the Study

Limitations are discussed as they relate to the varioui codes

eMployed in the measurement of head erect, arm positions; and vocaliza-

tions. The code used for head erect behavior defined the occurrence of

head erect with differentiating qualitative aspects of the response.
11

Employing the existing code allowed for crediting occurrences of head

erect that resulted in byperextension of the neck prohibiting visuki

interaction with the environment. Modifications in the code would

enable the examiner to discriminate between these qualitiative or func-

tional aspects of head erect in future studies. The impOsed ceiling on

cumulative duration of head erect (i.e., 130 seconds) posed a problem

for one subject. In the instance where a subject acq ires and maintains

high levels of cumulative duration of head erect, the duration measure

should be shifted to allow for medsurement of the duration of arm posij

tions.
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Although frequency and topography were recorded, cumulative duration

of arm positions was not simultaneously ãured. Without the duration

measure it was impossible to accurately analyze and interpret the final

data. Frequency and topography proved insufficient as an index of

change or progress. Although the subject may have demonstrated forearm

props across conditions the duration measure would have provided valuable

information on the effects within and/or across conditions, e.g., subject's

ability to maintain position for increasing periods of time.

The code used for differentiating speech and nonspeech vocalizations

did not adequately reflect those nonspeech vocalizations which perhaps

had the potential to be shaped into a communicative response. For

example, such nonspeech sounds as cries and yawns were included in the

total frequency, yet may not be desirable to shape into a communicative

pattern. Another aspect of the vocalization recording which posed a

problem with data analysis was the period of time during which the

vocalizations were recorded. The various positions and areas that the

child was placed in during the sequence where vestibular stimulation was

provided, were not held to a constant time (i.e., the period on the ball

was not the same length of time as the time spent in the hammock). Thus

comparison across settings where vestibular stimulation was provided was

not applicable. The absence of a duration recording for the coded-

vocalizations also made data analysis difficult. For example, Heather's

vocalizations were typically of a longer; sustained quality than were

Justin's. These qualitative factors were unable to be expressed in a

frequency measurement.
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Implications for Future Research

The original intent in the design of this study was to produce a

"package" intervention program that utilized vestibular stimulation

activities. Social reinforcement was paired with the vestibular stimula-

tion to increase the power of the stimulus. This "package" has implica-

tions for use in a classroom or clinic program as a nontraditional

method of facilitating higher rates of vocalizations and improved duration

of head control. These activities could be an adjunct to other motor

and vocal communication programming that currently exist.

The single subject design allowed an analysis of each subject's

response to the various conditions and a comparison across subjects with

different movement disorders. The data analysis demonstrated the varia-

tions in each subject's response to vestibular stimulation and social

reinforcement and reinforces the concept of individualized programming

for this population.

The overall results of this study did not uniformly support Magrum,

Ottenbacher, McCue and Keifer's (1981) study. These researchers reported

results which were reversed when vestibular stimulation was introduced

and withdrawn. The finding that vestibular stimulation may be an effective

stimulation technique for facilitating spontaneous verbal responses

(Magrum, et al., 1981) was supported in this research. However, the

pairing of social reinforcement with vestibular stimulation may prove to

be a more powerful stimulus than the vestibular stimulation alone. The

research of Kanter, Kanter and Clark (1982) has implications for this

study. These researchers reported that passive vestibular stimulation

failed to confirm or deny a de-nnite link in language acquisition. They

suggest that vestibular stimulation in canbination with other multisensory

approaches may be useful.
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Future research in this area is needed to address a number of

questions regarding the use of vestibular stimulation and social rein-

forcement with multiply handicapped children and youth. These include

studies which will address the effe)'s of frequency and/or duration of

vestibular stimulation on motor and speech behaviors. Important also is

a determination of whether the effects are immediate or cumulative and

to what extent generalization occurs across motor programs.
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A Replication Study:

Quantitative Assessment of Rolling

Behavior in Handicapped and Nonhandicapped

Infants and Children1

by

Jill D. Fritzshall

and

Mary Jo Noonan

1The procedures and data reported in this study were taken from a Maste

Thesis by Jill D. Fritzshall that was submitted to the Department of

Special Education, University of Kansas, 1982.
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Overview of Measurement Procedures

A complete description of the-measurement procedures used in this

study is found in pages M(R)1 to M(R)25 of Volume I, Assessment Procedures

for Selected Developmental Milestones. In the original study, segmental

rolling was observed from prone, supine, and sidelying and specific

measures were taken on degrees of body rotation, degrees rolled, and

duration of each trial. If a child w9,able to roll from prone to

supine and supine to prone, then a different data sheet was used in

order to record rolling mobility. Rolling mobility was defined as the

use of trolling as a means of locomotion, and specific measures were

taken on the degrees of body rotation, number of complete and partial

rolls made, distance rolled, and duration of the trial. The measurement

of rolling distance was made by placing '!lasking tape in a horizontal

line across the carpet which was marked in six-inch increments. The

child was expected-to roll along this tape so tKat his/her rolling

distance could be determined.

Three revisions were made in the selection of target behaviors.

Since during the replication it was rare for a child to roll in a straight

line along the masking tape, distance meaSurements were not taken.

Rather, the number of complete and partial rolls, specific to a quarter

of a roll, were taken as an adequate measure of roiling mobility.

"Rolling mobility" was added as a descriptor to the "Segmental Roiling"

data sheet while "Degrees Rolled" was eliminated. Thus, the same data

sheets now entitled "Measurements of the-Rolling Response from Prone,

Supine, and Sidelying" (see Figure 1), were used with each child, regard-

less of the ability to roll from prone to supine and supine to prone.
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21/3 21/2 23)4 3 rolls
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114 1)2 3)4 1 roll
11/4 tle2 13/4 2 rolls
21/3 21/2 23/4 3 rolls
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114 1/2 3/4 1 roll
11/4 11/2 13)4 2 rolls
21/3 2172 23/4 3 rollS
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1114 1:2 314 1 roli
11/4 11/2 13/4 2 rolls
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1/4 1/2 3//4 / roll
11/4 11//2 1314 2 )r0113

2114 21/2 20/4 3 rolls

volliog ot'erL SU PE less than 1 ;'44 roll
114 1/2 3/4 1 roll
11/4 1111/2 13/,4 rollG
21p! 2112 23/4 3 ,r0I.13

6)011, IL) to P)) 0 0 C 4 OH PE tesS than 1/4 roll
14 112 3/4 1 roll
11/K4 11,12 12/4 2 rOtIK).:Ki

21/4 21/2 23,K4 3 roiliJ

a 2 17 Ueao atiittal

Figure I. Data Sheet
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Several problems were encountered in the use of stopwatches to

determine the duration of each trial. Because they gave an auditory cue

when stopped and started, it was believed to be impossible to obtain a

valid reliability measure of this descriptor. More significantly, it

was difficult to simultaneously facilitate a rolling response (often by

holding a toy in one hand), observe that response, and operate a stopwatch.

This was particularly true when it was necessary to keep an eye on the

stopwatch for the first 30 seconds of a trial in order to eliminate that

trial if the child failed to make a rolling response. Thus, "Duration"

as a descriptor was eliminated. Instead, a timer was set before each

trial which then lasted 60 seconds or until the child made three conse-

cutive rolls in the same direction, whichever came first.

Finally, the body part leading the roll was added as a descriptor

to the data sheet. The addition of this descriptor would permit a

"systematic analysis of the body part initiating the roll (i.e., shoulder

vs. pelvis) in both handicapped and nonhandicapped subjects.

Two procedural changes were made during the replication. First,

the number of trials per session was reduced by approximately one-half.

The number of trials taken from prone and from supine changed from six

to four in an attempt to prevent the child from fatiguing. In addition,

sidelying trials (eight possible per session) were only used if a child

failed to make at least a half of a roll in a particular direction from

prone or supine.

Second, the observation period for degrees of trunk rotation wa

more specifically stated in the procedures used during the replication

than in the original study. In the original study, the maximum degrees



of rotation occurring during each trial were recorded. Howevee it was

the experience of this investigator that: (1) it was extremely difficult

to observe the two elastic bandsAuring an entire trial without physically

moving into the child's rolling space or visually distracting the child

hovering over him or her; and (2) the maximum degrees of trunk rotation

most frequently occurred during the first quarter of a roll. Thus, it

was decided that the observation period for trunk rotation would be

during the first quarter of the first roll that the child made during

each trial.

One change was made in the measurement systems used to record the

rolling response. Elastic band 01, placed on the nipple line and used

to determine degrees of trunk rotation, was color coded to show 00,

22.5°, 45°, 900, and 360° increments, in the original study. Degrees of

trunk rotation were recorded in these figures. During the process of

replication, however, the degrees of trunk rotation almost invariably

fell somewhere between those exact figures, and their use on the data

sheet was felt to be inaccurate. Therefore, exact measurements were

replaced by a series of short ranges of,degrees of trunk rotation. For

example, "0°" was replaced by "between 0° and 11.25°" of trunk rotation.

In increasing order, the ranges were "between 11.25' to 22.5°," "between

22.5° and 45°" and "more than 45°." Changes in the design of the band

reflect these revisions (see Figure ). For the sake of convenience, a

change was also made in the design of elastic band 02, placed at the

level of the umbilicus. The original study had color coded elastic band

02 in the same increments as elastic band 01. During the replicatiOn,

the colors on elastic band 02 were replaced by arrows at specified

points. Degrees of trunk rotation were determined by the misalignment
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between the arrows and discreet points on elastic band #1. 4 using

arrows instead of colors on elastic band #2, the conStruction time was

cut by approximately one-half.

A second replication was initiated in which an additional revision

was made. Thote people who observed and recorded the rolling responSe

(the evaluator and another observer) were no longer involved in facilitating

the response. Another person was used during each session to encourage

the child to roll. This person did not record the rolling response, but

functioned as a facilitator only. Except for this change, the methods

used during thesecond replication were identical to those used during

the 'first.

Subjects

This study included three handicapped children and one nonhandicapped

, infant. The criterion for selection was the ability to roll independently

in at least one direction from the prone or the supine position.

Subject 1. Laura was a normally-developing infant who was observed

from three-to six Months of age. At the start.. of the study-, she was not

rolling as a. means of mobility, but she acquired the skill during the

study.
*

Subject 2. Cary was a three-year-old female with microcephaly and

a heart deforMity secondary to Smith Syndrome. According to Callier-Azasa

scales (Stillman, et di. 1977), Cary's postural control was at the

one-month level, and her locomotor skills were at the three-month level.

Cognitive and perceptual abilities were assessed to be at the one- and

two-month levels respectively.
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Subject 3. Beth was a four-year-old spastic quadraplegic with a

rhore-affected left side. According to Callier-Azusa scales, Beth's

postural control and locomotor skills were at the two-month level.

Cognitive and perceptual abilities were assessed to be at the one- and

two-month levels respectively.

Subject 4. Keri was a six-year-old with spastic right hemiplegia.

According to Callier-Azusa scales, Keri's postural control and locomotor

skills were at the three-month level. Cognitive and perceptual abilities

were assessed to be at the two- and three-month levels respectively.

The following subjects were observed in a second replication study:

Subject 5. Keri participated in the first replication study and

has been described.

Subject 6. Danny was a four-year-old with spastic quadriplegia.

According to Callier-Azusa scales, Danny's postural control and locomotor

skills were at the three-month level. Cognitive and perceptual abilities

were assesed to be at 'the three- and four-month levels respectively.

Subject 7. Ryan was a normally developing infant who was observed

from five to six months of age. At the start of the study, Ryan was not

rolling as a means of mobility, but he began to acquire this skill

during the study. By the end of the obS-ervation period, Ryan was pivoting

.in prone and was reluctant to roll out of this position.

The methods used to measure rolling behavior from prone, supine,

and sidelying were identical to those previously described, with one

exception. An additional person was present during each session to

encourage the child to roll. This facilitator was positioned at a point

from which he/she could encourage rolling in the desired direction.
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This position may be in the path of the desired roll (some children tend

to roll toward the facilitator regardless of the placement of other

stimuli), or on the opposite side of the direction of the roll (when

observing children who tend to roll away from the observer). Observers

did not participate in facilitating rolling behavior but observed and

recorded data only. They were positioned at a point from which they

could clearly observe but not interfere with the child's response.

Specifications for Taking Reliability

Reliability measurements for degrees of body rotation, body part

leading the roll, and rolling mobility for each session were calculated

separately, using the following formula:

# of agreements
x 100.

# of agreements + disagreements

An agreement occurred when both observers marked the same initial

(for degrees of trunk rotation), abbreviation (for body part leading the

roll), or number (for rolling mobility) on the data sheet. For each

descriptor, the -number of agreements per session was divided by the

number of agreements plus disagreements and this quotient was multiplied

by 100 in order to be stated as a reliability percentage. Mistrials and

those trials during which the child made no observable response were not

considered in the calculation of reliability percentages.

The following reliability data are presented in Tables 1 through 5:

separate reliability scores for degrees of trunk rotation, body part

leading the roll, and rolling mobility per session for each child; a

reliability score for each of these descriptors across sessions for each

subject; and a reliability score for each dscriptor across sessions and

subjects. In addition, mean reliability scores per trial for each

sessions and across sessions are presented for each subject. Finally,
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Table 1

Subject 1 (Laura)

Reliability Percentages for Each Descriptor
And Mean Reliability Percentages Per Trial

Degrees of
Trunk Rotation

Body Part
Leading Roll Mobility

Mean Reliability
Per Trial

Sgssion 1 100 100 100 100

2 100 100 100 100

3 100 66 66 77

4 20 100 100 72

5 100 100 100 100

6 20 100 100 72

7 42 42 85 61

8 100 100 100 100

9 71 85 100 90

Overall
Reliability 58 82 94 82
Across
Sessions

Alb ilk
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Table 2

Subject 2 (Cary)

Reliability Percentages for Each Descriptor
And Mean Reliability Percentages Per Trial

Degrees of
Trunk Rotation

Session I 100

80

3 50

4 100

5 40

6 83

7 60

Overall
Reliability 74
Across
Sessions

Body Part
Leading Roll

100

66

20

100

100

80

Mobility
Mean Reliability

Per Trial

100 100

100 86

100 83

100 88

100 53

83 88

80 79

93 82

2#1';' 201,3



Table 31

Subject 3 (Beth)

Reliability Percentages for Each Descriptor
And Mean Reliability PercentageS Per Trial

Degrees of
Trunk Rotation

Body Part
Leading Roll Mobility

Mean Reliability
Per Trial

Session 80 80 80 79

2 100 100 60 100

3 1 00 1 00 100 1 0 0

4 60 100 80 79

5 80 100 100 93

6 80 100 100 100

7 100 100 100 100

8 42 100 100 80

9 33 100 83 71

Overall
,

..d

Reliability 71 97 89 89
Across
Sessions

1111k Ilk



mean reliability score per trial across subjects and sessions is presented.

Reliability Data

Subject 1 (Laura).- Reliability scores for degrees of trunk rotation

ranged from 20 percent to 100'percent per session, with a mean of 58

percent; for the body part leading the roll ranged from 42 percent to

100 percent per session, with a mean of 82 percent; and for rolling

mobility ranged from 66 percent to 100 percent per session, with a mean

of 94 percent. The mean reliability score per trial across sessions was

32 percent (see Table 1).

541tdect 2 (Cary)_. Reliability scores for degrees of trunk rotation

ranged from 50 percent to 100 percent per session, with a mean of 74

percent; for the body part leading the roll ranged from 20 percent to

100 percent per session, with a mean of 80 percent; and for rolling

mobility ranged from 80 percent to 100 percent per session, with a mean

of 93 percent. The mean reliability score per trial across sessions was

82 percent (see Table 2).

Subject 3 (Seth), Reliability scores for degrees of trunk rotation

ranged from 33 percent to 100 percent per session, with a mean of 71

percent; for the body part leading the roll ranged from BO percent to

100 percent per session, with a mean of 97 percent; and fur rolling

mobility ranged from 60 percent to 100 percent per session, with a mean

of 89 percent. The mean reliability score per trial across sessions was

89 percent (see Table 3).

Subject 4 (Ker),. Reliability scores for degrees of trunk rotation

ranged from 60 percent to 100 percent per session, with a mean of 74

percent; for the body part leading the roll ranged from 83 percent to

100 percent per session, with a mean of 94 percent; and for rolling
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mobility,ranged from 80 percent to 100 percent per session, with a mean

of 93 percent. The meitn reliability score per trial across sessions was

37 percent (see Table 4).

Reliability results across subjects. The reliability scores for

degrees of trunk rotation across sessions and subjects was 70 percent,

for the body part leading the roll across sessions_and subjects was 90

percent, and for rolling mobility across sessions and subjects was 92

percent. The mean reliability score per trial across sessions and

subjects was 84 percent (see Table 5).

ResultsfiRelicationStudmtt

Results from the second replication study were obtained over a

one-month period during which weekly obs#Lations of each child were

scheduled.

Subject 5 (Keri), Reliability scores for degrees of trunk rotation

ranged from 66 percent to 100 percent, with a mean of 80 percent; for

the body part leading the roll across sessions was 100 percent; and for

rolling mobility ranged from 33 percent to 100 percent per session, with

a mean of 92 percent. The mean reliability score per trial across

sessions was 91 percent (see Table 6).

Subject 6 (Danny). Reliability scores for degrees of trunk rotation

ranged from 50 percent to 33 percent per session, with a mean of 68

percent; for the body part leading the roll across sessions was 100

percent; and for rolling mobility across sessions was 100 percent. The

mean reliability score per trial across sessions was 83 percent (see

Table 7).

Subiect 7_(Ryan) Reliability scores for degrees of trunk rotation

ranged from 60 percent to 33 percent per session, with a mean of 76
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Table 4

Subject 4 (Keri)

Reliability Percentages for Each Descriptor
And Mean Reliability Percentages Per Trial

Degrees of
Trunk Rotation

Body Part
Leading Roll Mobility

Mean Reliability
Per Trial

Session 1 83 100 100 95

2 60 60 80 66

3 I 66 83 100 83

4 62 100 87 83

5 71 100 85 85

6 66 100 100 88

7 60 100 100 86

8 83 100 100 94

9 100 100 80 83

10 100 100 100 100

'Overall 4.,
Reliability 74 94 93 \ 87
Across
Sessions
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Table 5

Overall Reliability Percentages for Each SubjeCtl,
Reliability Percentages for Each Descriptor Across Sessions and Subjects,
And Mean Reliability Percentages Per Trial Across Sessions and Subjects

Degrees of
Trunk Rotation

,

Body Part Mean Reliability
Leading Roll MobilitY Per Trial

A

Subject 1 58 82 94 82

2 74 80 93 82

3 71 97 89 89

4 74 94 93 87

Reliability
Across 70 90 92
Sessions and
Subj ects

2 :»
2 -I



Table 6

Subject 5 (Ked)

Reliability Percentages ,for Each Descriptor
And Mean Reliability Percentages Per Trial

Degrees of
Trunk Rotation

Body Part 4
Lea4ing Roll Mobility

Mean Reliability
Per Trial

Session 1 66 100 83 83

2 100 100 100 100

3 85 100 85 90

4 75 100 100 91

Overall
Reliability 81 100 92 91
Across
Sessions
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Table 7

Subject 6 (Danny)

Reliability Percentages for Each Descriptor
And Mean Reliability Percentages Per Trial

Degrees of
Trunk Rotation

Body Part
Leading Roll Mobility

Mean Reliability
Per Trial

Session 1 83 100 100 94

2 75 100 100 91

3 71 100 100 -,- 90

4 50 100 100 83

Overall
Reliability 69 100 100 89
Across
Sessions

2 1



percent; for the body part leading the roll across sessions was 100

percent; and for rolling mobility ranged from 60 percent to 100 percent

per session; with a mean of 92 percent. The mean reliability score per

trial across sessions was 85 percent (see Table 8).

Reliability results across subjects. The reliability score for

degrees of trunk rotation across sessions and subjects was 78-percent;

for the body part leading the roll across sessions and subjects was 100

percent; and for rolling mobility across sessions and subjects was 95

percent (see Table 9).

Performance Data

Each child's performance is described in the following order:

frequency of trials rolled, degrees of trunk rotation, body part leading

the roll, and rolling mobility across sessions; frequency of each descriptor

per session; frequency of each descriptor during, trials initiated from

prone; and ftequency of each descriptor during trials initiated from

supine. Performance results-for Subjects 5 (Keri), 6 (Danny), and 7

(Ryan) are not reported because the purpose of the second replication

study was solely to improve upon the reliability results of the first

replication study.

Subject 1 (Laura). Laura was given 93 opportunities to roll. She

rolled 36 percent of the time, making 34 measur'able responses. As

indicated in Figure 3, Laura most frequently demonstrated between 11.25*

and 22.5° of trunk rotation, led rolls with her shoulder, and made

one-quarter or one-half of a roll per trial. Figures 4 through 7 illustrate

that these responses were most frequent during each session.

Laura rolled during 6 percent of prone over rightials and during

7 percent of prone over left trials, between the third and ninth sessions
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able 8

Subject 7 (Ryan)

Reliability Percentages for Each Descriptor
And Mean Reliability Percentages Per Trial

Degrees of
Trunk Rotation

Body Part
Leading Roll Mobility

Mean Reliability
Per Trial

Session 1 83 _100 83 88

2 83 100 100 94

3 60 100 60 73

4 75 100 100 87

Overall
Reliability
Across

76 100 92 85

Sessions

Alt AY at dlik iik



Table 9

Overall Reliability Percentages for Each Subject,
Reliability Percentages for Each Descriptor Across Subjects and Sessions

And Mean Reliability Percentages Across Subjects and Sessions

-

Degrees of
Trunk Rotation

Body Part
Leading Roll Mobility

Mean Reliability
Per Trial

Subject 80 100 92 91

2 68 100 100 88

3 76 100 92 85
111

Overall
Reliability 75 100 95 88
Across
Sessions
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(see Figures 8 and 22). She rolled during 6 percent of supine over

right trials, between the fourth and ninth sessions and during 8 percent

of supinuver left trials between the sixth and ninth sessions (see

Figures 9 and 22).

As indicated in Figure 10, Laura demonstrated between 11.25° and

22.5* of trunk rotation during rolls over the right side from prone with

one exception. During the sixth session, she exhibited between 22.5°

and 45° of trunk rotation during rolls over the right and left sides

from prone. Figure 12 and 13 indicated that Laura also demonstrated

between 11.25° and 22.5° of rotation during initial rolls in either

direction from supine.

Laura led all but three of her rolls with her shoulder, as seen in

Figures 14 through 17. Figures 18 through 22 show an increase over time

in rolling mobility during rolls in both directions from prone and

supine.

Subject 2 (Cary). Cary rolled 45 percent of the time, making 34

measurable responses. As indicated in Figure 23, Cary most frequently

demonstrated between 11.25° of trunk rotation, led rolls with her shoulder,

and made one-quarter Or one-half of a roll per trial. As indicated in

Figure 24, the degrees of trunk rotation ranged from 0° to 450 . The

shoulder consistently led the roll during all but the first and ninth

sessions (see Figure 25). Figure 26 illustrates that Cary most frequently

made one-quarter tO one-half of a roll during all seven sessions. A

generally increasing trend in rolling responses over time appears to be

indicated in FigOte 27.

Cary rolled, during 92 percent of prone oyer right trials and during

50 percent of ptone over left trials, between the first and seventh
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sessions (see Figures 28 and 42). Cary did not roll at all from supine

over the right side. 1She rolled during 28 percent of supine over left

trials between the sixth and seventh sessions (see Figures 29 and 38).

The degrees of trunk rotation demonstrated during prone over right

and left trials ranged from 0° to 45° (see Figures 30 and 31). When

rolling over the left side from supine, Cary demonstrated between 0 and

22.5° of trunk rotation (see Figure 33),

As Figures 34 and 37 illustrate, Cary led rolls with her pelvis as

often as with her shoulder while rolling from prone over the right side

and supine over the left side. It was only when rolling from prone over

the left side that she led rolls with her shoulder the majority of

times, as seen in Figure 35. Figures 38 through 41 illustrate that Cary

made one-quarter to one-half of a roll during all but two measurable

responses from prone and supine.

Subject 3 (Beth). Beth rolled 52 percent of the time, making 47

measurable responses. As indicated in Figure 43, Beth most frequently

demonstrated between 11.25' and 22.50 of trunk rotation and made one-

quarter of one-half of a roll per trial. The,body part leading the roll

was always the shoulder. Figure 44 illustrates the relative stability

in the number of trials during which Beth demonstrated less than 11.25'

or more than 450 of trunk rotation. As indicated in Figure 46, the

frequency of each rolling mobility score per session, as well as the

relative frequencies of each rolling mobility score per session, as well

as the relative frequencies between scores, remained fairly stable

throughout the study. Figure 45, depicting the frequency with which the

Shoulder led the roll per session, is identical to the number of trials

rolled per session (see Figure 47). Both indicated a generally increasing

trend over time.
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As indicated in Figures 48 and 62, Beth rolled during 77 percent of

prone over right trials, between the second and ninth sessions, and

during 22 Percent of prone over left trials, between the first and

eighth sessions. She rolled during 94 percent of supine over right

trials, between the first and ninth sessions, and during 27 percent of

supine over left trials, between the seventh and ninth sessions (see

Figures 49. and 62).

Degrees of trunk rotation exhibited during rolls from prone over

the right side most frequently ranged between 11.25° and 450 (see Figure

50). Degrees of trunk rotation exhibited during rolls from prone over

the left side ranged from 0° to 45° (see Figure 51). Beth most frequently

demonstrated between 11.26° and 22.5° of trunk rotation whenf.olling

from supine over the right side, although she repeatedly showed between

22.5* and 45* of rotation following its emergence during the sixth

session( as seen in Figure 52. The degrees of trunk rotation exhibited

during rolls from supine over he left side were highly variable, ranging

from 0* to 450 (see Figure 53):

The body part leading the roll, identical to the number of trials

rolled per session, is illustrated in Figures 54 through 57. Beth

consistently made one-quarter to one-half of a roll over the right side

from prone until the seventh session when three-quarters of a roll to

one-roll retponses emerged (see Figure 58). When rolling over the left

side from prone, she always made three-quarters of a roll to one roll

(see Figure 59). Beth made one-quarter to one-half of a roll over the

right side from supine the great majority of times (see Figure 60).

When rolling over the left side from supine, she always made less than a

quarter of a roll (see Figure 61).
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Subject 4 (Keri). Keri rolled 60 percent of the time, making 58

measurable responses. As indicated in Figure 63, Keri most frequently

demonstrated between 22.5' and 45' of trunk rotation, led rolls with her

shoulder, and made one-quarter to one-half of a roll per trial. Degrees

of trunk rotation demonstrated a fairly high degree of variability

within a range of 0' to 45' (see Figure 64). The body part leading the

'roll was almost always the shoulder. As illustrated in Figure 65, the

pelvis mas not observed to lead any roll after the first session.

Rolling mobility scores ranged from less than one-quarter of a roll to

more than one roll (see Figure 66).

Keri rolled during 20 percent of prone over right trials, between

the fourth and fifth sessions, and during 100 percent of prone over left

trials (see Figures 68 and 82). She rolled during 7 percent of supine

over right trials, between the second and ninth sessions, and during 100

percent of supine over-left trials (see Figures 69 and 82).

When rolling from prone over the right side, Keri demonstrated

between 0" and 22.5' of trunk rotation (see Figure 70). When rolling

from prone over the left side, the degrees of trunk rotation were highly

variable, ranging from 0' to 45° (see Figure 71). Keri most frequently

demonstrated between 11.25' and 22.5' of trunk rotation while rolling

from supine over the right or left side. In either case, however, this

was highly variable as scores ranged from 0' to 45' (See Figures 72 and

73)

The body part leading the roll per session from prone and supine is

illustrated in Figures 74 through 17. When rolling from prone over the

right side, Keri consistently made less than one-quarter of a roll (see

Figure 73). When rolling from prone over the left side, rolling mobility
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scores most often fluctuated between one-quarter to one-half of a roll

and more than one roll (see Figure 79). Keri most frequently made

three-quarters to one roll from supine over the right side although

scores were highly variable within a range of less than a quarter of a

roll to more than one roll (see Figure 80). As seen in Figure 81, she

made one-quarter to one-half of a roll during all but one response while

rolling from supine over the left side.

Performance results across subjects. As indicated in Figure 83,

the amount of trunk rotation most frequently exhibited across sessions

and subjects was between 11.25° and 22.5°. Rolls were led by the shoulder

during the great majority of trials, and the most frequent rolling

mobility score wat one-quarter to one-half of a mill per trial. The

number of trials rolled across sessions and subjects was equal to 49

percent of total trials administered.

Discussion

Reliability Results

The reliability measures for trunk rotation were low for all subjects.

The lower reliability obtained for this measure (70 percent across

sessions and subjects) may have been due to four factors. First, elastic

band #1 was often obscured by the child's arm as he or she rolled. This

was a particular problem with the handicapped children who, because of

spasticity, often held their arms in flexed, adducted, and internally

rotated positions as they rolled. Second, the rolling response was

often initiated so quickly that it was difficult to make an accurate

measurement. Third, it was often difficult to obtain a reliable measure

when the attention of the observers was divided between facilitation of
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a rolling response and measurement of that same behavior. Fourth, the

lower nuMber of trials administered per session during the replication

s',cudy may have contributed to the lower reliability measure.

Despite these problems, reliability measures of 80 percent or more

were obtained during 54 percent of all sessions. This suggests that the

procedures used for measuring trunk rotation can be used reliably.

The procedures used to determine the body part leading the roll and

rolling mobility yielded highly reliable observations across sessions

and subjects. This is probably because the choices for these-descriptors

were more distinguishable from each other. For example, it is easier to

distinguish the shoulder leading the roll from the pelvis leading the

roll than it is to distinguish degrees of trunk rotation.

Reliability Results from the Second Rtplication

While it was still below 80 percent, the reliability measure for

trunk rotation was-5 percent higher across sessions and subjects than

that obtained during the first replication. It is possible that the

improved measure was due in part to the addition of a person to facilitate

the rolling response, thuS allowing the two observers to focus their

complete attention on that response.

Performance ResUlts Across Subjects

The procedures used during this replication study proved to be

sensitive to changes in the quantity of the rolling response and quality

with respect to degrees of trunk rotation, body part leading the roll,

and rolling mobility exhibited. In addition, right-left asymmetries,

as well as differences in performance between-trials initiated from

prone and from supine presented themselves during the use of these

r procedures.
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Recommendations for Future Research

Increased reliOility measures obtained during the second replication

study suggest the advantage of a person to facilitite the rolling response.

Further research is recommended in order to clearly assess the value of

such a facilitator.

With or without the facilitator, reliable measures of all three

descriptors (degrees of trunk rotation, body part leading the roll, and

rolling mobility) were obtained. Therefore, the procedures outlined in

the first or second replication are recommended in order to establish

norms and clarify developmental trends in rolling behavior of handicapped

and nonhandiCapped children. It is possible that such data would be of

value in the differential diagnosis of various handicapping conditions.

These procedures are also recommended in order to establish relation-

ships between descriptors and the relationship between an individual

descriptor and other areas of development. An example of the former

would be to determine if and how e quantity of trunk rotation is

related to the quantity of rolling mobility that a child demonstrates.

An example of the latter would be to determine if and how the quantity

of trunk rotation is related to the presence or absence of protective

extension respooses in ring sitting. It is possible that these data

would be valuable in treatment planning and in the assessment of treatment

techniques used with various handicapping conditions.
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